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FIVE HUNDRED MEN
GET MORE MONEY
Extra Hour Added in [Acorn°
tive Department
Payroll of Shops Increased $6.720
Each Month By Order.Just Put
In Meet.
WOODWORKERS HAVE HOPES.
Over 50e employee of the Illinois
Central encornetive department were
made happy this morning by the post-
ing of a buitietie announcing an in-
crease in working 'hours. It means
an increase of $6,720 for the entire
force per month.
Beginning today the entire loco-
motive department force, takheg in
the machine ehrops, boiler shops,
blaeksmith shops and round house,
works le 'hours a day iestead of
borne, the working clay Willett has ob-
tained the east several months. The
here, veil work intim 7 o'clock in the
morning to noon, and 1 to 6 o'clock
in the afternoon. Thie affects the
machinists, blacksmiths, bolermkerv
and their helpers.
A be:leen inerea.aing the working
dy in the wood working department
is expected before February is over.
The eerie dawn and late dusk make
Ft possible to work longer in the
ehope, and the vast amount of work
makes e reicesioary to utilize the limit
of Li11344.
R()AD.M.eSTER, HERE
Expects Order!. for New Coal Mate
in Short Time.
Mr. A. F. Beis.s, road master of the
Louisville division of the Illinois
Cantrell, is in Paducah today looking
after the coat ceute situation. He
stated that he dose not know were
orders to build a new coal chete will
arrive, lett espeets mine decierion at
once. The engines here are being
coaled by hand. They are run 011
sittings next to loaded Mail Mrs and
a large tome of negroeii is kept eon-
stand) employed- filling tenders. This
wire be continued mall tee locomo-
tive crane arrives.
REHKOPF BUGGY CO
Incorporated With Capital Stock of
$10,000.
'Articles of incorporation of toe
John G. Rehkopf Buggy company
were tiled in county court this morn-
ing. The incorporators with the
amount of stock held by each follow:
John G. Reakopf, 94; Earl Walters
Seas, Jones, 3. The capital stock
Iv fixed at $10,000, divided into 100
shares of $100 each. The nature of




Tirenty orders for fuel and' nearly
as many for teed, is the recorh for
the past two days for the Charity
club. Secretary Jap Toner nas been
kept busy since the cOld weather ar-
rival and this morning up until
noon had received over eight apple
cations for fuel and food.
There are about 12 families all
told who have to be kept by the
club." Mr. Toner said. "Most of
theme are widows with families. In
some instances they are families
where a boy or girl works but can
not earn enough for all. In each
ease there Is sickness."
PUBLIC LIBRARY BOARD
WILL ELECT TONIGHT.
At the register meeting of toe board
of trustees Of the ptiMie library to-
night °Mears will he elected for the
onstriug year. E W. Bashy. the
preelalent, probable will be re-elected.
More Anti-Canteen Crime.
Mite, ia , Feb. 5.—In a drunken
brawl today Ross Fry was seriously
knifed atxmt the head and face. Wor-
ley Hsrdeety. released recently from
Fort Madison penitentiary. Was ar-
rested eharged, with the rutting.
Taken to Jail.
MRFOr Elllthrone was taken t,k
I, 0
levered* 110erytt41 am-oral deare age
for trestmerit farr *Wirt= trerneees,
the nsornIng was removed to the
tountY Jail.
FIGHT STRIKERS.
Ashtabula, Ohio, Feb. 5.—
Men employed by the Pittsburg
Construction company fought
fiercely with strikers this morn-
ing. Gum, clubs and knives were
used. At the conclusion of the
battle one man was dead on the
ground. The attacking party
was said to be strikers, armed
with guns and clubs. After the
onslaught the attacking party
fled. The dead man IN supposed
to be Gemini!' Butler, one of the
attacking party.
FROZEN TO DEATH.
Biarruirk, N. D., Fete 5.— da.
report from Goodrich is to the
effect that an unknown woman
and five children were frozen to
death there last night.
SHOOTS OFFICER.
Jacksme Mich., Feb. 5. —
Plaint' Lewis, a patrolman, shot
and killed Police Captain Holz-
pal today. There is no known
motive for the deed. Lewis has
been on the force eleven years
and has a good record. Fellow
officers heard the shot and grap-




Identity of Dead Man. Motive
.of Murder and origin of Fire
Obscured in Uncertainty—
Fire Marshal There
FOUL PLAY, ACCIDENT, SUICIDE?
Mayfield, Ky., Feb. 5.—(Special.)
—After 24 hours spent in investigat-
ing the fire at Parker's boarding
house Sunday night, in which a
stranger. whose name is supposed to
be Ddyle, was killed, the authorities
are no nearer a solutien of the mys-
tery of the origin of the fire and the
dead maa's identity than before. All
theories as to Doyle's identity so far
have been diaproven, by the parties
whom he was supposed to be report-
ing alive and well.
The murder theory is still clung to
by some, but no motive has been die
covered, and no arrests probably will
be made. State Fire Marsha: Mott
Ayers and his attorney, Clem Walt-
temore, are in Maylield and are work
ing hard. The coroner will not hold
an inquest until all the evidence
possible to secure is in.
Marks on the man indicate mur-
der, but he might have committed
suicide or sustained Injuries in fall-
ing two stories with the 'building.
The dead was was In an interior
room with no window. He was drunk




Washington, Feb. 5.— -Reports
sounded like those from Winchesters;
and nix shooters," staid Sergeant Har-
ris, formerly of the Twenty-fifth in-
fantry, in describing before the sen-
ate military committee today, the
shouting at Brownsville, Texas. He
seemed confident the shots did not
come from Springfield , rifles meth
which the solitkiens were equipped. He
Positavela denied knowledge of a con-
spiracy of silence.
BRUTAL BEATING.
Administered to George Hall, of
106.3 North Sixth Street.
Investigation is being made a
brutal beatieg, alleged to have bee
administered to George Hall, a sick
man, at his home, 1063 North Sixth
street. Hall's foot was crushed at
the marine ways many months ago
and he has been laid up most or the
time. In a tient Satorday night he
jaw 'bone was broken and hie face
and body terribly bruised.
Thee. Its only one kind of a
new•paper circulation ataternamt
that is wortfi any conaideration
and that 14 the daily detailed
statement. The eon I. the only




Alienist Believes Defendant Is
Lunatic
Counsel Says They Will Prove Hi
Was Guided By Hallucination
in Killing White,
WITNESSES EXAMINED TODAY
New York, Feb. 5.—The state laid
its case against Harry K. Thaw to-
day—a plain emotional story of the
shooting of Stanford White—leaving
malice and the motive to be inferred
from the act and the defense replied
with a plea of hereditary insanity. It
was asserted that Thaw in 'haying
V. believed he was acting as an
a tent of providence teat the real oi
tancied wrongs committed against
him by the architect and the former
friend of his wife. had boiled and
bubbled In his brain until at last
there came an impulse to kill. When
the deed was done Thaw made no
move to escape its consequences,but
holding the fatal revolver aloft he
stood as if mutely proclaiming to the
world: "The deed is done; it was
right; It was not wrong."
Thus Thaw's counsel outlined he
case to the jury after the prosecu-
tion had ocaupied less than twu
hours in relating, through eye-wit-
nesses, the narrative of the tragedy.
"You will 'hear the story of this
man's insanity," Attorney Gleason
for the defense promised the jury
"from his mother, his Wife, his rela-
tives and his physiteans. You will
judge him. lie 'acts, by hereditary
and the stress whteh entered into
his madness, and when you come tc
Judge him you will say to yourself
that his act may be one of insanity,
but it was not crime."
Tnat Thaw's wife was to be one
of his most important witnesses ear
tong been known: that his mother'
Mrs. William Thaw, was to take the
stand only became known positively
when the court announced the rule
excluding from the court room al:
witnesses save the experts. Tittle's
Mother, wife and May McKenzie left
the court room upon hearing the or-
der.
Thaw seemed dejected. During the
opening address by Gleason in which
he entered the defense of insanity,
Thaw sat with flashed cheeks whichn
at times were burled in his hands,
and with eyes Ctitii down upon the ta-
ble. He seldom looked up, just a
fleeting glance now and then at the
man who was making the Initial
plea for his life and freedom. Never
once did his eyes go to the jury box.
Wife to Tell of Relations.
Thaw's counsel told the story of
the prisoner's love for the girl 'he
was to make his wife and that when
he asked her to marry him she re-
fused. "The reason for this refusal
you will bear from her lips," an-
nounced Gleason, "suffice it to say
that the reason had to do with an in-
cident iu her life with reference to
Stanford White."
Taus laying the ground for a plea
of insanity, the defendant's lawyer
declared that a brain disease had
laid hold of Thew three or four
Years 1140. Gleason said. "we will not
base our, plea upon a single act it will
be shoveliehere was insanity on both
sides of tne defentlant's family."
It was asserted that Thaw labored
under a delusion that his life was
always In danger when -he was in
New York city and believed that
threats had been made to kill him.
This accounted for the fact that
since January. 1504. he had carried
a pistol: He had placed In his over-
coat pocket toe night he went to
Madisos Square Roof Garden. There
he turned suddenly and saw what he
thought was a demon glowing at
Impulse That of Insane Man.
The impiese came. He felt that to
kill White would he an act of provi-
dence, and so believing, he wet de-
liberately about his task. It was the
work of an insane mare Gleason de-
clared, the result of the delusions of
disordered brain,
Insanity Expert.
'New York, Feb. fi ---Dr. Wiley, an
insanity Speelalist from the Dixon in-
sane asylum at Pittsburg. was the
first witness in the trial today. 'He
testified that a man who acted as
Thaw did before and after the shoot-
ing of White. nerlouhtedly was In-
sane,In his opinion Thaw did not
know he had comoilttees wrought!
act. District Paton* Jerome crate-
examined the witneite. succeeding In
THAW KISSING HIS MOTHER 0001)15e, MRS. HARRY K. THAW AN INTERESTED SPECTATOR.SCENES AT THE TRIAL OF HARRY K. THAW FOR STANFORD WHITE'S MURDER. .tar-
BLIZZARD RAGES
ALONG ATLANTIC
Boston. New York and Wash- ,
iugton Snowliound. and Suf-
fering and Inconvenience
Result From Cold
TRAIN SCHEDULES ARE UPSET.
Washington, Feb; 5.--.-The capitol
is being visited by the worst storm
ince the famous lekluerd of '99. For
:welve hours it allowed steatite.. The
eround is covered to s, depth of eight
inches. last night President Roose-
velt, unaccemeanied, took a temp of
four miles through the stem.
In New Yost.
New York, Feb. 5.—New York Is
snowbound today by the worst storm
of the winter. A blizzard is stilt rag-
ing. Traffic Is emote at a standstill,
except on the subways Some por-
tions of the fifty ere PriectioaRY tee
off from communication Accidents,
with deaths in numerous eases, ac-
sompanied the seem
Boston Snowbound.
Boston, Feb. 5 —The worst snow
storm is Mating throughout New }Ling-
'and. in Boston snow is a half fore
on the levet. All eueurben trolley
!Ines are tied up. No • trains from
New York arrived this morning. The
teemed shoes no signs of abetting.
Trate. Tied
tereago railroads. street ears, tele-
Phone and telegraph service for 104)
miles around Oeleago are eeriousey
Impeded by the heevy meow hi* thtla
newton generally prevalent theough-
out the country from Boston to Ne-
bramka. Trains are tied up for hours
In Minnesota end Wielonsin.
mi,;.tirs MAN TO EXTORT MONEY.
Turkish Official Gets Interest In Busi-
ness by Use of Rod.
Constantinople, Feb. 5.—The sul-
tan ens ordered an investigation of
the (^hereof; zgainet Fehmi Prattle.,
chief of the palace police and a favor-
ite of the ruler. Fehmi Pasha recent-
ly Inerresenert the proprietor of a few-
est neer elate() anal ramrod trim to
be beaten freqtrenely until he agreed
to give bia teeter en per cent of his
profits. In atreorderre* with the
agreement, Fettle Pasha seized a
t.rhair:otesuof etnoitimb e":r.firkeboundinfotrilletati nh_ nest
etnermay, and as ,a result of Protegee
Crow the embassy the sultan ordered
the Inquiry
Inavhig fm." of his answers taken
from the court .yererd notwithstand-
ing objections of the defense.
LOC.VL OPTION FIGHT.
Fort Worth, Feb. 5.—State
rangers will be sent to Winns-
boro on account of trouble in the
enforcement of the local option
law. In a pistol fight over the
matter three men were killed
and one fatally wounded.
CALLA IT CiLlelle.
Carson, Neve F'eb.5—The leg-
islature passed a joint resolln-
, tion declaring it a crime for any
legislator or state official to ride
on a railroad pass or accept a re-
duced rate.
GRAIN MARKET.
Cincinnati, Feb. 5.— Wheat.,
77 1-2; corn, 47; oats, 43.
TO INVESTIGATE
POLICE CONDUCT
Mayor Yeiser Resents Remark
Alleged to Have Been Made
Against His Officers By a
Saloonkeeper
MAY BE CALLED DEFORE BOARD.
A remark said to 'nave been made
In the presence of a newspaper re-
porter last night may lead to an In-
vestigation, Mayor D. A. Yelseretnak-
leg the suggestion this morning to
Chief of Police James Collins and Po-
lice Commissioner John Bonds In
Chief Collins' office.
Last night J. D. Overstreet applied
for a saloon license on North Regath
He kali' been fined for seeing sie
Sunday. He is alleged to have made
the statement that the reason he was
convicted was that two polkemen
turd sent negroea into his sateen to
buy whisky so they would have evi-
dence against him for prosecution.
Overstreet is claimed to have made
the assertion teat the policemen
took this means of revenge because
he refused to furnish them free
drinks of whisky.
"If Overstreet made such a state-
ment," Mayer Teller declared, "I
shall have the policemen up before
use and make Overstreet prove It. I
think If policemen did do such a
thing that Overstreet should be
made to romp before the beard mid
state it openly, giving names of the
policemen, and t them the police-
men Mould see that they are Pluto
erated from any such charge or 
reflection"
. It Is stated that the matter will be
Investigated at once by the board of
pollee commissioners.





Superintendent Lieb Will Sim-
ply Refrain From Applying
to Succeedfilimsell- Trustees
Meet Tonight
TERM REPORT NOT COMPLETE.
The school board will meet tonight
In regular session. There is mud.
routine business to truneact. Super-
intendent C. M. Lieb will read a re-
Port for the first term's work, which
will be encouraging. The work has
been excellent as wie show by the
promotions the end of the diet term.
It was expected that Prof. Lieb
%triad tender his resignation to the
board or rattier express himself as
not being an appecut for reelection,
bet he will not do so. His contract
expel* in September and presumes
the board wil Oect a suecesetir when
it is found biedoes not make applica-
tion.
There ere 'many applicants for the
position, and tonight the matter is
expected to conic up for discussion.
It is reported that a member of the
High school faculty has announced
he candidacy- for superintendent.
From indications the board will con-
eider all arreicants, but a committee
wilt investigate before making a. rev-
ommendtion.
Miss Mabel Roberts will make a
request for a month's leave of ab-
sence. She Is a tearher of the first
grade at the Franklin building and
one of the best of the entire corps.
She has been off duty. for two weeks,
etre to likiese, and desires a therrougb




Mike Joyce was dIscaarged this
morning from the Eddyville state
prison after *treeing one year In the
penitentiary for stealing brags. He
was sent up from Paducah and the
first place be made for on leaving
the prison was Paducah and the
county jail where he renewed ac-
quaintance with Jailer Jim Raker
and Turnkey Bird Howie. Fie is en
route to Louisville. Ky., where he
!gays he lives.
a
Al-EITHER lostr and con-
tinued cold tonight, • heel-miles
threatening U'ellnesday with Ha-
big feffirerritere. The




In. J. H. Noffiett is Almost
Drowned in the Ohio
steam Supply of Scotia Gives Out and
She Seines Against Gent's
Show Boat,
ItEsCUED AS SHE IS SINKING.
LOss of control of the towboat
Scotia through fallure of the ateani
supple caused that boat to swing a
barge she bad in tow against F. Gent's
showboat at the foot of Jefferson
street lest night at 7 o'clock, and
knocked M•rs. J. le Nofflett off the
showboat into the river. Her husband
saw the accident and with the assist-
ant* of his one-armed brother, Boyne
Nofflett, succeeded in rescuing Mrs.
Noffiett from the river after she went
under the second time.
Fortunately Mrs. Noillett was
knocked off between the boat and
the shore, and where the river was
only five feet deep. But her heavy
ctiothe9 made it imposatble for her to
regain her feet after see had eaten
In and she wonted) luxe drowned it
assistance had riot been at band.
It was while Mrs. Noffiett was min-
ing aboard the show boat that the ac-
cident occurred. Jute as she reached
the end of the plank near the boat,
the heavy barge comeletele out of
control swung against the other side
of the shewboat and Mrs. Neffiett
%Vet precipitated into the river with
dizzy suddenness. Her screems
brought, her husband to the edge of
the boat and his trnotber Boyne,
though one-armed, sprang into the
river and with earth tholeing one Hide
of Mrs, NotEett she was putted onto
the boat. In rushing to his wife's
rescue,'J. H. Noffiett half felt on ben
shoving her completely under the
water again.
The agues of hie 4•00idalit 410,
failure of tee steam supply of the
towboat Scot is, which was handling
bargee for the West Kentucky Coal
corn pony, Aceording to the Fileotia's
officers, the machinery allows the
steam to eseape and at a critical dine,
the supply compieteity mere out. The
pilot could do nothing with the boat.
And the momentum and current of
the river swung the barge against die
showboat, Mr. Nortlett said that the
officers on the Scotia, were. prompt le
coming to their assistance when they
heard Mrs. Noffiett scream.
In view of Mrs. eaofilete's delicate
condition, the result of the cold
plunge may be serious. She was ire
dispoaed this morning •and may hare
to go to bed. Mr. Iendlett said that
the damage done by -the sccident
would be Insignificant if Mrs. Not
experienced no bad' reetlIts.
WHITE & SIRE. SELL
STORE TO C. D. BOBBINS
C. D. Dobbins. of Kuttawa, has
acquired the White & Sink dry goods
store at 314 Broadway. The store
aid been under the direct manage-
ment of Mr. W. J. White, but the
confinement was too much. He witi
be general manager for western
Eentecky of-the Fidelity Mutual Life
Insurance company, of Philadelphia.
Mr. Dobbins operates several stores
in western Kentucky, and will con-




County Clerk Hiram Smedley yes-
•terday received a letter from Hubert
N. Wax. prosecuting ettorney at Be-
ton Rouge, La., asking for a certifi-
cate of the marriage of George F
Gammen to Nellie Love. It was fur-
nished him. Gammon is accused of
flaying asveral wives, and Wax Is
preparing to prosecute him for big
Amy. Gammon Is a Paducah boy, and
former "Good Government League"
worker.
FRACTKRES RIGHT HIP
BY FALLING OVER 110P
•
Mrs. Emma Holt. of Wooderard ay.
cane, Is in RIvereide tempesi suffer
ing from s•fracture of the right hip.
She tripped over a mop Wells work-
levet her home, and tell. She la 55
yaws old.
Accideutally Mho* Rmiaelf.
Carl Terrell,. of North Eighth
street, accidentally shot himself In
the left lag with a phstol this after-
noon. Dre. J. W. Peed*, and B, T.
Hall removed the bullet,
The Man tuhne
speeches in behalf of Smoot, the lat-
ter's stock seems to have risen, and
his adherents claim that he has at
least 70 votes in his favor, which
fact is responsible 4or the Micnigan
senator delaying the vote.
However within the next few
days former Senator Kearns of Utah,
themultemIllionalre who wasSmoot's
colleague for a brief time in the sen-
ate, will arrive here .wite a large
delegation of citizens of Utah, and
by missionary work among the mem-
D . ebne ems oafs the 
many
ye naytnet sew i al ls trhye tpo I n flbtliy-
can against his former colleague.
This delegation left Salt Lake some
time ago, when It appeared that a
vote was to be taken in toe senate,Famous Novel but when they were ha:f way across
the continent the program in the sen-
ate shifted and the vote in the
Smoot case was again postponed.
Senator Kearns Is a genial 'frost,
and, not wishing to have his delega-
tion renal Washington until they
could make a twelfth-hour appeal to
the senate, be took the delegatioa to
New York, where they are now do-
ing the town. having en Mute stop-
ped off at Niagara and other points.
of interest along the line. It is said
and 91.59 to be Senator Kearns' plan to give a
series of dinners to his former fel-
lasinateel by Grits 1. fends.
Box
Exactly at seen 221 nights in
New York. •
Prices: 25, 35, 50, 75, 11
Seats on sale Thursday
Certain 8:15.
MONDAY NIGHT Feb. 11
teal Cumiesign Against the
elormon Senator.
AKE OLD POLITICAL ENEMIES
Washington, February 5.— There
will be a driving finial In the Smoot
case on February 20, the date agreed
Upon for the vote, Senator Smoot
stated in open senate there Is no one
more anxious than he to secure a vote
and Senator Burroughs aiso says the
same thing. Between these two rests
the point as to whether a vote will
be taken.
Within the past two weeks, and
particulatey since Senator Hopkins
and Sutherland have delivered
r %GE TWO,
TIM rA1Y17CAll EVENDK.4
Me Kentucky DRIVING FINISH
BOTH PHONES 548. IN SMOOT'S CASE
TO=NIGHT
Former Senator Kearns Corn-
SA IA S. AND LEE SHUBERT
IN COP POIRATED lug With Delegation
Offer the New York Casino -musing'
Comedy Success;
WilI Inaugurate Eleventh Hour So.
The Social Whirl;
Direct from its all summer run at
the New York Casino, with its
big Ofist and production.
Company ot 80. Chorus of 60
With—
CHARLES J. ROSS
Of Ross 6 Fenton.
Songs that are Catchy, songs that
are tuneful, songs 'that are a




Balcony.--............. 50c, 75c, $1 00
Gallery ..... ......   23c, 35C
earlta 15





low members of the senate.
ASSIGNEE'S NOTICE.
Consumption is less deadly than it used to be.
Certain relief and usually complete recovery
will result from the following treatment:
Hope, rest, fresh air, and —ScoteJ
1.;Emulsion.
ALL DRUGGISTS; 50e. AND $1.00.
Some of the Big Work W. J. Oliver
Has Done Building Great Railroads
OLIVER'S WORK..... .
It was wisdom on the part onite
Isthmian canal commission to decide
to let by contract the work of con-
structing the Panama canal, and that
wisdom has been emphasized in the
demonstration of the commissipn'e
ability te secure the loweat bid for
the work from an association headed
by William J. Oliver of Knoxville,
Tenn. Says the Manufacturer's Rec-
ord. Mr. Oliver, who is just about
40 years of age, has had 20 years' ex-
perience in large construction work,
in which he has gained repute as
never attempting anything which
he does not thoroughly comprehend
in every detail, and has had to deal
with conditions of climate and labor,
eminently qualifying him to cope suc-
cessfully w!th conditions at Panama.
While his associate, Mr. Anson M.
Bangs, is widely known as being es-
pecially familiar with lock and dam
construction, having completed dur-
ing the past 10 years for the United
States Government the ship lock at
Sault Ste. Marie. Mich.. costing $2,-
500,000: Delaware breakwater, 1,-
500,000 tons of deposit. $2,500,000,
and Buffalo breakwater 1,250,000
tons of deposit. $2,50r;000, Mr. Oli-
ver during the past 14 or 15 years of
his operations hi the South has been
occupied with engineering undertak-
ings of various kinds, involving the
employment of 10.000 men at a time
and the extent and character of which
are well illustrated in the contracts
aggregating $30,000,000 upon which
he is now engagel. Oire of them is
the building on the Tennessee river
at a point 12 miles from Cetattanooga
of an immense dam of concrete 1100
feet wide intended to develop 56,000
horse-power for industrial purposes
at Chattanooga. The dam, lock and
power-house will cost about $2,000,-
000. In addition, Mt. Oliver is :entitl-
ing for the Southern Railway a 42-
Public notice is hereby given to mite line from Chattanooga to Steven
son, including the big tunnel underall of the creditors of J. R. Robertsaeth Sente.1 nnua, Tour 
Lookout Mountain and Raccoon Gap,that the undersigned, Ed. Farley, as-
ft oromcosit aabosu.t. im$50,n0n0t0a,i0n0Ota; trne al ten eLyman B Howe sattgnheis oce e of J 111.00RoMbeer tear, attend
Present the
Crowning Triumph of Realism




















lericee—e254e. Me: and 50c.
-1[4itee On sale Saturday.
A bee sting is good for rheumatism
end therefore threw who have hives
are seldom troubled weh seihea at
he Ha !al 0"
city of Paducah, Ky.. on the 14th day
of February, 1907, where he will sit
to receive claims and hear proof in
regard to the same against the estate
f J. R. Roberts. which estate has
been assigned to the undersigned,
Ed. Farley, as assignee, as will be
seen _by DEED OF ASSIGNMENT
dated Jan. 16, 1917, filed, in the
county court clerk's office of efcCrack
en County Kentucky. and he will con-
tinue his sittings at said place for
the purposes aforesaid for at least
two weeks and all creditors failing
to present their claims at the time
named, or within tnree months there-
after verified according to law, shall
be deemed to have waived their
rights to any part of the assigned es-
tate in accordance with section 90 of
the Kentucky Statutes.
ED. FARLEY, Assignee.
Paducah, Ky., Jan. 19, 1907.
TO CLIO: A (Amp IN'ONE DAY
'Take LAXATIVE BROMO Quinine
Tablets. Druggists refund money if
it fails to cure. E. W. GROVE'S
signature is on each box. 25c.
"The Pilgrim's Progress" hoe been
translated into an3 languages mid di-
e ecte
THE KENTUCKY
Both Phones 548. Curtain 8:15.
TUESDAY NIGHT, February 12
BROADHURST 6 CURRIE
Offers the Clever Character Comedian
Nat M. ills
"The Happy Tramp"
In the New Musical Play Entitle
A Lucky Dog
And a Supporting Companrol Unusual Merit.
10 in the cast and chorus. eomedians, iwancers and Singers. Prat-
Meet hum of glen ever gathered in one pmduation. Catchy sonstaill
numbers by charming singers. Funny tropical sings and parodies by
NAT M. WILL. '
•Prioea Entire Oronestra, $1.00; Kaloonv, fine, 75e and $1.00; Gallery,
anti v.'. Seats on male Monday
Chattanooga Union Station, to cost
$1.000,000; an 80-mlle branch from
Knoxville south, $3,000,000; exten-
sion to the marble quarries near Knox
ville, $250,000; yards at Charlotte
and Spencer, N. C. $300,000;
double-tracking 16 miles between Ool-
tewah Junctirn and Chattanooga,
$1,500 000; 42 miles from Knoxville
to Morristown, 12,000,000; 17 'miles
from Atlanta to Austell, $2,000,000,
and through Lynchburg,Va., includ-
ing two tunnels and a bridge over the
James river, $4,000,000. Other pres-
ent work of Mr. Oliver Includes 20
mile* of double-tracking of the Louis-
ville & Nashville Railroad 20 miles
south of Birmingham, $1,500,000; of
109 miles of the New Orleans Great
Northern road between Slidell and
Jackson. $2,000,000: of 20 miles of
Central of Georgia line between Gleen
vele and Newnan, $750,000. and of
100 miles of the Big Four Railroad
in Indiana and Illinois. costing about
$1.000,000. besides 45 miles at dif-
ferent points of double-tracking on
the Cincinnati Southern, $2,500,000,
and a number of smaller jobs. •
These indicate the scope of Mr.
Oliver's energies directed successful-
ly upon different kinds of enterprises
at welely-separated points, and may
be taken as guarantee of all possible
speed and efficiency In the great task
on time Isthnilan should the Oliver-
so SIEN AND WOMEN,
Lang Bros. the enterprising drug-
gist, art advertising today for fifty
men and women to take advantage
• the special half-price offer they
makin on Dr. Howard's tete-
ated specific for the cure of consti-
,tIon and dyspepala, and get a fifty
eit package at half-price. 26 cents.
:40 positive are they of the remark-
le power of this specific to cure
"se diseases. as well as sick
-Rdaabes and liver troubles, that
ev agree to refund the money to
eok custmner whom this medicine
.oa not cleanly relieve and cure.
Wit n Dr Howard's specific at hand
Il can est what you want and have
tear of Ill consequences. • It
entellrente the etonvach, gives per-
digestion. reguintee the bowels,
••atee an appetite, and makes life
,erth the living.
-cilia in an unusual opportunity to
Obtain 60 doses of the best medkine
ever made for nalf Its regular price,
,vrkth the personal guarantee Of a
well known business firm to refund
the money If It does not glee seas
tatetiOn•
Bangs association meet all the other
conditions of the -contract and be
awarded it, as dfspatebes from Wash-
ington reflect a belief will be done
within a few days.
The announcement of the opening
of the bids is a distinct advance to-
ward the completton of the Isthmian
Canal.
Manager Roberts has adopted the
pan in effect now In the larger cit-
ies of mot seating the late corners to
a performance during an act. The
curtain will hereafter rise at 8:30 in-
stead of 8:15 o'clock, as hat been the
custom for the Pest few weeks, and
no one -will be seated until after the




from a too profuse similarity of int-
tiels is the basis of the fun in "The
Social Whirl," which will be present-
ed under the Shubert management at
The Kentucky toniteht. An item pub-
:I:hod tn '"Phe Social Wheel," a socie-
ty scandal sheet, concerning one -J.
E.' brings nervous apprehension el
several, and in tbetr efforts to extri-
cate themselves with credit and with-
out embarrassing disclosures, they
Mr. Cherie.. J. Hose, In **The Social
Whirl," at The Kentucky tonight.
sireceed In keeping .thebouee in a roar
of laughter for a trifle over two hours
of mirth and melody Tile successful
rnuteicel comedy is In two sots. The
bank is .by Charles Doty and Joseph
Herbert, Mt. Heldbert tleo furndshing
the lyrics. The music is by Gustav
liarker. R. H. Bortiside, general
stage manager for the She bent it.
staged the piece. Ale the fun that
tan be extracted from the recent
more dramath: Incidents in real life
In connerytion with a well kliown so-
siety journive is reproduced with a
aniallos4 setting Sint is furl; of melody
and Cattily airs.'
Henry E. Ilikey.
Henry E. Dizey, America's moot
versatkle, graceful, finished and artis-
tic comediao. in a olaY what* has
been ertinounced the greatest comedy
success of the pasiethree years. both
141 New York and Meagre /supported
be the areatest acting company as-
senrhled white the days of Augustin
[lady 't' stork eornpany. comes to The
Kentucky Friday night Mr. Dixery's
play- is dramettgatiou of alarolei
Er:Gnat/I 'a celebra ted novel, ."11te
Man on tbs. Ret," It is a (dean.
wholesome, deligihUni comedy,
with a genuine heart lute/reel, for it
tetie se -rrroetty and-theorbing and as
romantic a. lure 'story as was ever
teal. In days of romance, and Its
scene* are *aid in WashingtOn, D. C..
at the prevent tSEr. Deidetea its lieart
lateral, the ptay eireites as meek,
laughter gs an out-end-01A farce. be-
tween its witty eparrameek Knew and
hut M000118 vittiations.
'A new lirenrn Anil a Ildralent flittih To a despeptic We's
rrikob: r duet site calcimine frosting
FAINT HEART AND
FAIR LADY AGAIN
Old Axiom Is Demonstrated
When Fowler Leaves
Couple Register at New Richmond
Remise But Back Down From
Gretna Green Trip.
ETUIIN TO THEIR FAMILIES
Faint heart lost a fair lady for a
Outlt ‘ who registered as C. Tabbard,
oC elechaniesbarg, this morning
when at toe time cmf cnifw vbgkk
when as the time approached for the
Dick Fowler to leave came, his de-
ternitnetitin to wed Lillie Farquahr
also of Mechanicsburg, melted, and
the two went back to tneir homes
still in, the state of single-blessed-
ness. And thereby hangs a tale.
Last night shortly after supper,the
young man, appearing to be under
his majority, and the still more
youtnful young lady, registered at
the New Richmond House, and ex-
pressed their determination to go to
Metropolis this morning to marry.
They engaged separate rooms.
This morning another young cou-
ple from Kuttawa, Miss Leona Cash
and Bobbie Steele, she of 18 and ne
of 21. registered at the New Rich-
mond for breakfast. They tao, were
going to Metropolis to marry. To
the anxious inquiries of the first ine
tended husband, how he could find
'Squire Liggett and make tne neces-
sary arrangements for marrying in
Metropolis, Colonel Dale, the genial
host, told them that 'Squire Liggett
would meet them at the wharf and
have everything ready.
But last nignt some fun-loving
guests of the hotel entered the wedge
of doubt and indecision after Cupid's
arrow by telephoning from the ho-
tel bar. to the .hotel lobby and pre-
tending to be friends In Mechanics-
burg. Terns got the young people
wrought up but their determination
to marry carried them through the
night.
After breakfast this morning, the
couple from Kuttawa witn their cha-
peron, Miss Gertie Leroy, started
down to the Dick Fowler full of con-
fidence and joyful expectation. Dabl-
onely, Tabbard and Miss Farquahr
watched their receding foirms and
then following to the door, the die
was cast for home, and they tamed
west on Broadway. When last seen
they were headed toward the Third
streetcar line and their dejected fa-
ces told of the still raging conflict
between love and courage going on
in their breasts.
HOTEL ARRIV.A.LS.
Palmer—W. A. Holmes, Pitts-
burg; R. E. Bayne, Detroit; E. E.
Kunkel, Detroit; J. F. Sertepeam,
OincInnti; J. B. Simon, New York;
E. M.•Joneen, St. Louis; J. M. Kirk,
Lou Lay i lee ; J. F. Mathis, Memphis;
E. G. Gunther, New York; J. It Hus-
tle. Obicago; J. L. Smiths Kuttavai;
L. D.' Webb, Niaanville; H. B. Win-
eotte, Owensboro; W. 0. Harrell, DY-
eroburg, Tenn.; L. .5furiegig, Dayton,
Ohlo,
Belvedere—J. S. Scott, Olilicago:
H. D. Mathis, St. Louis; L. J. Kam-
merer, Louise' I : L. Doswell, Chita
go; W. M. Dirod, Mash vette: C. if.
Dahmer, Se. Louis; Bunk Gardner,
Ma y field .
New Riebmond—Elmer Banton,
Cadiz; .1. W. Chandler, 'Marion ill.;
B. Steele, Kuttwa; atm 10. F. Week
Cave- In -Rork. ; J. T. Hat:, Hin-
klev I 1 le ; Joe Utterback, Murray; Miss
Halite Parker, Marheid; Etrhse-
man, Metropolis, Ill.: J. V. Alvord,
Hardin; C. T. Lester, Cobb; D. W.
Engloialla Vienna, 116..; Chaeles Kin-
gering, Ledbetter.
May Be Triple Tragedy.
Toler, Tex., Feb. r, A tragedy
was enacted between 9 and 10 o'clock
this morning at the home of Sam
Powers, two miles from here, that
bag aliihned one victim and may
eventually claim two others. Physi-
cians and officer, summoned to the
scene found the wife of Powers, who
Is about 25 years of age, dead from
a bullet wound in the breast, and his
mother unronsclous from a blow on
the head from a gun stock, and ',ew-
ers in a dying condition with his
throat cut by a razor.
"line Wreck In Iowa.
•DstiMotnes, Iowa, Feb. 5.--aix
coal miners were killed and 12 or
more injured In a wreck of a coal
train On the Northwestern. near the
corporation limits of Des Moines,
while coming to the city this even-
frig.
DON'T FAVII TO ItkiAD
Al) ON PAGE EIGHT TODAY.
THERE ARE SOME ruti SPECIALS






This cigar makes a hit with
nine out of every ten smokers
who try it.
"College Days"
CIGAR, 6 for 25c.
has a ripe, mellow flavor and mild, delightful aroma
that give general satisfaction; and the longer you
smoke COLLEGE DAYS. the more enjo—able you
find its blend.
Our great, co-operative union of 2,000 National
Cigar Stands enables us to produce at lower cost
and sell at lower prices than ever offered before.
Tba bast cigars are now Bold in the 2,000 Drug Stores VIM*
thailational Cigar Stands Emblem in the window..
W. B. MerPHF.RSON, 835 Broadway,
F. E. DUNN, Seventh and Clay Streets.
.J.bD.IIACON, Eleventh and Jackson Streets.
J. C. GILBERT, 1648 Meyers Street.
PETTIT'S RED CROSS PHARMACY, 12th and Trimble Sts,
JAMES P. SLEETIL 904 Broadway.
Love of Beauty.
We will try to make some small
piece of ground beautiful, peaceful,
and 'fruitful. We will have no un-
tended or unthought-of creatures
upon it. We will have flowers id
vegetables in our gardens, plenty of
corn and grass in our fields. We will
have some music and poetry: the child
ren shall learn to dance and sing it;
perhaps some of the old people, in
time, may also. We will have some
art; and little by little some higher
art and imagination may manifest
themselves among us—nay--even
perhaps an unealculating and unto-
vetoits wisdom, as of rude,alage, pee-
seating eups- of geld and frankin-
cense.
For this'Iove of beauty is an es-
sential part of all healthy human na-
ture, and though it can long coexist
with states of life in many, other re-
spects unvirtuous, it is itself wholly
good; the direct adversary of envy,
avarice mean worldly care, and cru-
elty. The men in whom it has been
most strong have always been com-
passionate, and lovers or justice and
the earliest declarers and discover-
ers of thing conducive to the hap-
piness of mankind.—John Ruskin.
The first complete sewtrig machine
was patented by Dine Howe in 151e.
The man who -kkirs hiense.: goes
back on his best friend.
You cassia say your home is
modern and comfortable if your
bathroom fixtures are old, and
unsanitary.
Modern plumbing and bath room equipment
makes your home healthy and comfortable.
'Sbnodeinfplumbing futures we the roost durable
and sanitary fixtures made. We handle this lute
and add our own guarantee to the manufacturers.
We combine skilled, experienced labor with rea-




ABRAM L WEIL & CO.
Fire, cyclone, life, bonds, accident, liability,
health, marine, boiler, plate glass.
Cearnpncii










Surplus   50,000
Stockholders liability   100,000
Total security to deporitora 1250,000
Accounts of individuate and firms solicited. We appreciate
small as well Sc large depoeltom sd accord to all the same
cot:Mewls treatment.
Interest Paid on Time Deposits





























Boys' 75c Knee Pants cut to  60c Pair.
Boys' 50c Knee Pants cut to   40c Pair.
Boys' 25c Knee Pants cut to  20c Pair.
One lot Boys Wool Knee Pants cut to  33c Pair.
lOductions on Wool Shirts and Sweaters
$2,50 Sweaters cut to ...$1.50 I 50c Seek Mufflers cut to ...40c
$1.50 Sweaters cut to $1.15 1 $1.00 Silk Mufflers cut to..75c
$1.25 Sweaters cut to iiin 75e Ways Mufflers cut to • - •410e
50e Sweaters cut to 30c 50e Ways Mufflers cut to ...40ci
$2.2.) Fancy Wool Shirts, worth $2.50, cut to $1.75
$1.65 Blue Wool Shirts worth $2.00, cut to $1.40
$1.00 Blue and Fancy 'Wool Shirts cut to SW
$1.75 Cordeinn Shirts cla• to $1.35
•7fic Flannel Shirts cut to  60e•
THE EARL BLUE DENIM OVERALLS WITH '
BIBS, REGULAR 50c QUALITY, CUT TO  38e.
_10 PER CENT oFo_,ON ALL WOOL AND LINED GLOVES 
MEN'S FINE JERSEY STOCKINET JACKETS.
$3.50 GRADE, CUT TO $2.25; $2.50 GRADE CUT TO .. • •$1.1e0
$2.50 SLICKER RAIN CO %TS THIS WEEK ONLY $1.75
Aisr_ciAne-Men'a All Wool Meltnn Rein and Wind Preen
_Just the thing foi outdoor -work where long overcoat would be
low figure of. $2.98Reefer Overcoats, worth $6 each, cut to the extreme
in the way.
• .
Cut Prices on Al! Other Lines as Heretofore Advertised1
THE MODEL11116
Assembling Navy in Pacific Waters
in Anticipation of Any Sort of Clash
Washington, D. C., Feb. 5.-Se-'
tory Metcalf wen issue this week' a
nuot important order, esigned to !m-
erest) the strategic effeotiveness of
the American navy. eke..veile cocoon-
nate the netts:dense now on the Pe-
cifle cenet and in. Asiatic waters into
one fleet under the supreme command
of Hoer Admiral Wieland H. Brown-
teen This fleet sell engage in, oom-
piellensive rnatoeuvers, the object of
elelea wie be ene r•rotennien of the
Patine slope and our Pacific depend-
encies in else of war.
it, is F3led authoritatively there is
no conmection whatever between the
reorganization et the navy in the Pa-
cific oceam and 'the controversy with
Jaeon over the San Fraonsco school
question and The exclusion of tin
Japanese ila.barers from this country.
Iredeed. the general beard of service,
the president of which is Admiral
Dewey, has been condering for
come time the steps which should be
taken to make more ef!nctIve the
seeps now In rhe feaollla
Lesson in Japan's Polley.
It je apparent to any one who ex-
aminee like situation t1t, aoattered
es ore the men of war today, it would
be an easy matter for them to be
beaten in detail. This was the wee'
lo went& Japans deettecred Russia
tpon the telt, striking at the begin-
nein of the war when the Russta.n
admiral had disertbuted his vessels
among Port Arthur. Otremuipo end
l'Irollvoratok. The division of Rua-




I N let ST P.M
ltle US $1.50.
1Vc. have just received a mhip.
men' of the very latest thing..
in Olney steflonery lit bowie,
and linen paper,. priced. In




,vent len orlienal Allegretel
Candies
then Toga assembled 211 ,Ine vessege
off Port Azthur, Leaving only a few
@misers in the sea of Japan to take
:ore of the three Rusnan armored
oruisers essreetessly left. at Viradivos-
tole
The American navy is much in the
werne position as tint of Russia.. On
the Penile coast there Is a squadron
uoneleteng of tour protected- cmullers..
two of select eke- beeline armored,
two gunboats and five torpedo boat
destroyers. In Asiatic watera there
are four armored crullers, two moni-
'ors, five protected cruisers, a num-
'ear of gunboats, a divbeen of five tor-
en-10 boast destroyers and four col-
Hers.
United the squadrons wetted not
be a match for any of the nreat pow-
its braving possennions in the Pacific..
but they al least would prove a force
which would have to be gooked after
one even mere formidable, and
thus woatet be oonstetuteel a serious
ebstacle in the execonon of any pleat
Of campaign which might be determ-
ined; upon.




Maesachueetts Is the First State
Ceilled On to Take Up Tariff
twdowq.
Washington. Feb. 5.--Havino
failed to secure any result from a Re-
ntibliceor tariff rev-Won petition, cir-
culated among members of cengrees,
the Repubecen revisionists in con-
gress have taken another tack and are
circulating a ,petition of bbls nature
among the metnbers of the elasiechu-
Pens leg:statute. The 3-erne course
Inas he pursued before ether Repub-
lican Mete legislatures now in sen
ilea.
The petition asks the president to
tall an extra session of eorrgrees, di-
rectly .after the adjournment of the
present congrees, to consider the
broad subject of whether certain tar-
1ff sehedules nnot be ehanged, with
advert-tom to tee business interest* of
he entire 001111•1-3,
, It asks that the subject of maxi-
mum and mkentum tariff be censid-
need as a bac le for reciprocity with
otter nations, but As most erIgn111-
;nt deolatotion is: "In ail cases ofriff revislen the test should be not,
IA BLESSING TO
MANY PEOPLE
May Mean Much LeasSicknesa
Here When known
Simple Home Made Remedy to
nese Kidney and Bladder Trou-
bles andltheumatiein.
DIRECTIONS HOW TO eueleIS IT
Tats Is a message that will bring
happiness again into many families
and sunshine Into the :Ives of hun-
dreis of disheartened and discourag-
ed mem and women here. It requires
just a little inconvenience, for it
can't be bought alonady prepared. It
Is a simple home prescription, now
being made known in all 'the larger
cities though the newspapers. It is
Intended to (neck the many eases of
rheumatism, kidney and bladder
troubles which have made so man)
cripples and Invalids and weaklings
of some of our brightest and strong-
est people.
The druggists here 'have been no-
tified to supply themselyee with the
ingredients, and the sufferer will
ts snob a duty demainded, but is suoh have no trouble to obtain them. The
It ditty needed?" It asks fovea per- '-prescription is as forma's: Fluid Ex-
manent tariff commLelon. Go•v. tract Dandelion, one-half ounce:Com-
Guile hes epakeo before in favor of pound Kargon, one ounce. andthe toref revision, and. of coulee Is
regarded se a heretic, 'one dangerous
tharacter by the Inger protection meu,
of Which the flame Market nub is
the exponent.
The "Bread Line" at the All-night
Rank.
That New York is becoming a 24-
hour city is the prediction of metro-
politan philosophers who have
watened the trend of events during'
the past 'decade. Wise men of
Gothatti allege that soon the town
will be sleeping and working in three
relays of eight hours each; that. in
fact, we shall have three Induct pop-
ulations, onto Of which wit scarcely
know how the other two-thirds live.
To this theory the firm establish-
ment of the night bank as a factor in
the city's comtnercial life has given
an air of stability.
It Is only a few months since tie
first night bank started on middle
Fifth avenue, where the gilded
throng passes at night. Already two
More Are in ful swing, one on Sixth
avenue on the edge of the theater
district, and the otner in the midst
of the night glare and bustle of Times
Square and two others are scheduled
to open soon.
An odd feature of the night bank
Is the "bread line," as it may be
called. This can be seen any night
at one of the night banks, ween time
night restaurant men come to deposit
'he money they have taken In dineng
the evening. "Bread money," it
might be cal:ed, or, more descriptive-
ly, "lobster money," though tile lob-
ster season now grows shorter eaca
year, even in New York's gilded die-
trice and the crustacean gets scarcer.
To the night restaurants man, how-
ever whether he serve lobster er ham
Secretory Metcalf and the general and beans, it has been a relief to be
eoutrd do not proPese. howe-ver, tO able to take les evening eaenings out
*erten the Amer:eon fleet In the Pa- of his own little safe, and get tnem
-.1fic to be weaker than a 1/08Xilibila al*" into a place of assured safety for the
My, end Inhere is retmon to believe night.-Harold Kellock in Moody's
Magazine for January.
tnott before tinny months have panted
two divisions of batteeehips number-
mg eight of nee most ntolern vessels
of thin type flying the eters and
stripes will be statereed in the Pacific.
There L. a armee nucleus of a bat-
tlesbip floet now in that ocean, the
Nebraska of 15,000 tons being Mtge
reedy for service and the Oregon.
...eying been ordered repaired and re-
modeled at Puget sound at the cost
of $1,000.004 The emoted colleen-
squadnem In the Paretic a-211 be
serengthemod by two armored true
Pers. the California and South Dako-
ta, nearing corupeetioe al the Cretan
Iron works, San Premise°. It is the
expectation of the navy nepartment
Mat before the yew ends the enter,
American Wry wdll rood* or sixteen
modern bantleendlie 1114 *int modern
tenoned retieene hostiles a number
of eletealenelem hennieshige, hem tied
amen endsert, nii6 forint% boat de-
stroyers and ulciiallieriee.
It ham teen the Ana* pot icy of (his
government for some years to mein-
('an't Fool Her!
"Six feet in his boots:" said Mrs.
Partington. "What will the limper-
slice of this world come to. I won-
der! Why, they might just as well
tell me that the man had six heads in
his hat."
Success Is often prized more be-
cause it brings the praise of the
world than because of any Intrinsic
merit of Its own.
•
In the Metter of train speed Ans-
hi*, Italy fend Spain are Si the bot-
tom of time list.
this; possible. Amite:ling to reports
to the ierrel intelligence office here.
Japan tree In commission today only
five biettlesteps. She Is ropitirimg sit
IbertiestIvips captured. from Rusin and
Is getting ready as rag-edgy as possible
two beetiedh:'pe and four fermi:mad
cruisers whirth were laid down at the
Mtn at) Its armored, etrengter rn (he clone of eird after the nutmeat war.
Atlane10 ocean beea-atte of expectance and white embody all the lessons of
In naval circlet that If the United Neu struggle. lemon. when all thee"
Sheets Mere eteakked the itellenant vegeede ere completed Joplin wile lithe
would tetruch ble engines of destrires,orev half the D14080111 strength or
ton front Purer& This belief wealthe' rolted Spates, thonlin Ale will be
resporieble for Abe vettistirstatai
three battleships from AelIttle 'stators
and the stabotittation therefor of aro
more(' cruisers.. But new (ternagny
luss omairml to be a booboo end be,
OHIO See time is beeleved to have ter- Sohmile and this board of education
levee 'their the *eat is lento enough eltlif Attestant Attorney Villfterns de-
to in dirtied *Alt trtfety. ' rfeciiinder oe lb* Coverletudjimfted
Japes Net- Imp is, „ ton eistifilr-Wftli:Plialltitnii not4f4r4lt •vn
'Ncifie of the Europese Pewere metr the Jerenese school tloololhin-Jenne et fbrinitheele IlMot in tin fax meow 'nil Oho city woulti rigid on
one Erse Grout Reitman he' re- the selentie trwortion If a trace, algid
emcee her ARUM foree, but In tier be teetered "tvries (vole imaltionifthe aCIfeikce with Japan Mene
t
Oen.
slightly superior lb respect to time
number of armored cruisers.
Feist° Is 11-111Ing.
9sa rranciico, Feb. 5.-Mayor
Com-
ponnd Syrup of. Sarsaparilla three
ounces. Mix by shaktng wen in a bot-
tle. The dose is one teaspoonful after
each meal and at bedtime.
Recent experiments, even in se-
vere hospital cases, prove this sim-
ple mixture the remeay for rheuma-
tism, because of its positive action
upon the eliminative tissues of the
kidneys. It compels these most vi-
I,. fi eltr from the '.'....Ac.dorgans
FIFTY MURDERS
HAVE BEEN COMMITTED 111
THIS RUSSIAN VILLAIN.
Disguised as Gendarme He %Voisin
Euler Howie-He Has Robbed
Hundrede.
St. Petersburg, Feb. 5.- A man
declared to be the wont crininnal In
the world has been arrested at Rot-
tot-on-Don. He is guilty of -more
than 50 murders and of several hun-
dred robberies, many of which were
committed when, disguised as a gen-
darme, he enteled houses on the
pretext of making governmental
searches.
He nas .broken, prison seven times
on the island of Sek.halien. When
:ant be escaped from Sakhallen he
was chained to a convict's wheelbar-
row.
Hes name is Nagorny. He is about
40 years old and has hitherto escap-
ed hanging because there is no capi-










Mt. Carmel   13.2
Nashville 16.8














Made of Pure Ornpe Cream of Tartar. 
Safeguards the food
against alum.
MOVAL %ARO* POWDER CO.. Pits \VIOL
son on the outer, in which Leek
Whitt, who is the father of Oliver
Whitt, and the father-in-law of Joe
Han, was shot with a Winchester ri-
fle and is seriously wounded.
Oliver Whitt and Hail, who are re-
lated, are thought to be seriously
wounded. Button has surrendered
to the authorities, and the matter
will be investigated oy the grand ju-
ty. which meets today.
Feeplore New Care.
Georgetown. Ky., Feb. 5.-Eleven
men Sunday braved death from gases
In orderers explore the Immense cave
which has been discovered near Geor
'nee which has been disnovered near
fall Georgetown, and two of the party
rise were almost overcome In trying to
nee get Wrong') a passageway in the op.
fall ening learling under Elkhorn river.
rise Without any knowledge of their
fall . 
fall
ehenmatism. It cleanses the kidneys,'
strengthens them and removes quick-rebneifig
ly such symptoms as backache, blood can" the
and discolored urine. It sets as a
and system the waste impurities and
uric acid which are clic. cause of flett and
disorders, bladder weakness,
quent urination painfue
the entir tract. It makes the
powerful etimulant to the entire
Mettler ani bladder structure. pute
new life into them anti Invigorates
neeiciinglIstered a fall of 1.2 in the last 24
kid- Georgia Lee
144 i_stand. The gauge this morning reg-
the COmineensuld and Tennessaeen,dnerterkwil
hours, the :tage being 401.2. Buse
nee Wedereseay for Memphis and the
nen at the wharf Is fair.
• Sharp river -noes above at Chinn
The Peters Lee wile leave Cloche
Pitteburg yesterday
a disposition to risie, may




neys clean the blood. The Dandelionlei.ncinnea TilliredaY' 15 1'
wet take care of liver trouble and
constipation, and Is tine for the sto-
rtacn.
All the Ineteedtente, states a welt'-
known local dotggiet. are of Vegeta-
ble extracten, making It a safe and
harmless prescription at any time.
Those who stiffer and are accus-
tomed to purchase a bottle of patent
ventence Interfere with making up
this prescription, -,eVberever ens be-
comes general:ye-known, stater a
large Eastern publication, it runts
the sale of the patent medicines and
day. Ed Pell will go out as one ofso-called rheumatism and • kidney
Paducah next Saturdice.
Instead of arriving yesterday,. the
John S. Hopkins will not errive until
toeigne and wee leseve probanly Wed-
nesday for Evenavelle.• The Joe
Fenner slipped a notch in the ached
ule yesterdno and did not get In un-
tie noon today.




after a tow of coal for the West Ken-medicine should not let a little ineon-
tucky Coal company Instead of up
cures, ellen Is its best endorsement
Of virtue.
ABOUT WOMEN.
No game Suits tho curious woman
so perfectly as playing Priest. .
Women prefer ruffian& to eadojust
as men prefer shrews to gossips.
It takes a bachelor a deal longer
the Cembertand river after tie.
After a trip to Joppa yeeterday,
the Chattanooga did not get away
for Ohatentuxega but probably will no
this feint&
Two inches of sno wren soo1eon/3'
and the weather is !till too cold for
mein out-door work around the
wharf.
The Buttorff will arrive torn trrow
morning from Cltarksviee and leave
at noon the same day for Nashville
The City of Memphis arrived early
this morning from the Tennes•eeto "see double" than it does a spins-
neer with a big lumber and hog trip.ter.
After unending the lumber at JoppeWomen are always looking toward the emends will comethe sunset Of love. Men, toward a Wosd.:eave ay
rosier dawn. 
Tennessee river.Woman hates skeletons; but tell,
tier one's in the closet, and she'll go
quaking to -.earn to Its rattlings.
-Fehriaary Iippincoten
"I never saw Scrogegley e,ppenr so
wee before in society. There's a quiet
dignity about hint and he has learned
to restrain his boisteroueness.••
"Nonsense, man: he's got a bad
cold in the head."
Percussion arms were twed in the
United :Rates army In 1830.
The !iron news factory in the Unit-
ed States was built in 17/1-0.
THE REASON WHY
only the purest, freshest drugs
enter our prescriptions is, that
with our large and griming
business, cve are able o turn
over our .tick of medicines,
chemicals and pharmaceutical
preparations a &men Unice a
year, ehere a smaller drug-
gist can move his eapplies
only once or twice. In this
way our prcescript lone are
free& potent and of depend-
able quality anti are mire to
art se, your physician expects.
Extreme rare Is given rad%
preecriptien by competent reg-
istered clerks, sind our careful
checking system legume
ollovismi mortal-y.1.






The Ohio at FIvams-vitre will con-
Crete feeling tiering the next 24 hours
but at. dlecreased rata At Mt. Ver-
non Will fan very rapidly during the
nett 24 hours. At Pidarcah and Cairo
will tontinue tinging for an Indefinite
period, the rate of fall nu-reusing ma-
terially during Wedn es dee .
Ttre Tennessee, ett Fi.rrciwe, will
continue feeling. At Rivertcm will
continee rising dating the next 12 to
24 %stirs and react a Maximum forme
of about 22 or 23 feet.
The Mississippi river from below
St. Louis to Cairo. and the Wabash,
at, Mt. Oarm4), wiLl eontieue falling.
A run of en Will COMMEMee in th.




Lexington, Ky., Feb. - When
the cam. of Caleb Powers,. chasocel
with complicity in the assassination
of Senator William Goebel, at Frank-
fort, seven years ago, is called in the
circuit court at Georgetown. &int
mantle tomorrow, the trial will he
continued by agreement. A notelet
teem of court will be railed, proba-
bly for the earls summer. •
Serious Shooting Affray.
Salyetevele, Kr • Feb. 5.- News
has just arrived hare of an alterca-
tion turtirsen Leek Whitt, Oliver
Whitt Jinn Joe Hee, on one side and
John Burton, Willie Burton and hit
route, the party made only- a, partial
examination of the caveentid cannot
say how large it Is, bit the indica-
tions are that one passage extends
to great lengtlpi, wile a roof twenty
feet high in many places.
es
Gansativue China wants
go to the senate'." "Him? Huh:
What qualifications has he'.?" "Welt
h• has a prominent abdomen a chill-
ed-steel nerve, and a couple of mil-
lion don a rs. "- Wash In gt on Herald.
DON'T FAIL TO READ eV/11.LE :4
AD ON PIGE EIGHT TODAY.
THERE ARE SOME BIG SPECIALS
IN THE CHILDREN'S DEPART-
MENT TOMORROW MORNING.
Strategy consists of finding tae














Big reductions on Underwear, Shoes, Hats
and Furnishings.
U. G. Gullett 6 Co.
nce,rpt.rIlled. I
312 Broadway.
WE SAVE YOU MONEY ON EVERY PURCHASE
 N1111111111116. 
Removal Sale of A1 Pollock's Jewelry Store
About February 15th we will take possession of our new store
room-now occupied by the Great Pacific Tea and Coffee Co.,
333 Broadway. In the meantime we have, made startling re-
ductions on our entire line of Watches, Diamonds and Jewelry.
This for two reasons: First, we wish to move as little as pos-
sible of the present and, when we get into our new location, we
mean to have a clean, new stock. If you need anything in our
line give us a c•11, for we have made a cut of 50 per cent in
many instances.
A. POLLOCK
640 Broadway. Empire Building
ell0.11111.111•111111111111=11101111111ffiels 
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TURSDA 1, FEBRUARY 5.
CIRCULATION STATEMENT.
January, 1901.
1 3882 so 38.08
2........3878 17... 3874
 3890 18 1899
4 3891 19 3898
5 3897 21 389.0
3875 22 377
8 3873 23 3844
9 3854 24 3882
10 3901 25 3804
11 3837 26 3846
12 3826 28  4299





Average for Jan eagle 19'7.  3912
Average for Jany4ry,11.9SS6..,  3713
Personany appeared before me,
this Feb. 1, 1907, E, J. Paxton, gen-
eral manager of The Sun, who af-
nrms that the above statement of
the circulation of The Sun for the
month et Jan., 194)7, Is true to the
beet of his knowledge and belief.
PETER PURYEAR,
• Notary Poblio
My commission expires January
2.2, 1908. •
Daily Thought.
"You can. abate no courtesy of
fife without injury to self."
RAIL AND WATER.
Significant hide relative to the
Inadequate equipment of railroads to
'meet the demand are furnished In
the report of the bureau of statis-
tics, department of commerce and
labor on internal commerce for 1906,
Issued yesterday. While the march of
prosperity and the. developtnent of
industries generally goes on without
abatement, deliveries of all commodi-
ties by rail showed a decrease as
compared with the eeport for the
year 1905, and the falling off was
especially noticeable during the last
few months. Shipments of live stock
to interior_poinLe showed a falling
off of 200,000 need; packing house
products 20,000,000 pounds; grain
receipts, 1.0,000,000 bushels; enters-
cite coal, 450,000 tons.
On the other hand the volume of
trade on tile Great Lakes amounted
to 75,610,000 net tons, as compared
with 67,345,620 tons in 1905, an9
51,370,855 tons In 1904, all three
of them being record breaking years.
It is a pity the report does not show
the comparative volume of business
on the inland water ways, for river
traffic has undoubtedly increased.
-
There is one sure way of keeping
peace* iith Japan. Tnat is not In
yawping at the president, but in be-
Sng prepared for war. Our eastern
island possessions are twice as far
from America as they are from Ja-
pan. While we are getting a regi-
ment there Japan can put in fifty.
Without Hawaii, the Philippines
and Guam the United States navy
would 'nave no place to coal in a
war with Japan. Naturally after
steaming across the Pacific and, per-
haps, around the Horn, our ships
. would be out of fuel. Out of fuel
they wonld be easy prey for Japan.
Common sense tells us what course
to pursue. We must fortify our ease
ern possessions, so that the 10,000
men, woo will be rushed to Manila in
the next six months, may hold the
fort until our ships arrive. Them we
mine have a preponderance of arma-
ment afloacin the Pacific. It is not a
question of the expense of raising
this fleet, it Is a question of actual
necessity. it wel break Japan before
It will us. Some day the cost will be
too great for the little nationte that
are ranging ..11 this war expense and
then we will have a sure enough
world disarmament.
It must be jolly to belong to the
board of health In most offices a
man is confronted with the certainty
e that he cannot please everybod.y ann
he is constantly harassed with the
neeeseity of choosing between of-
fending one side and offending the
others. Members of' the board of
healtiee have no Iiiitiv-Derre undoing
reeponeibilltlee. They go rollicking
&Gag their Way confident In the as-
surence that they can't please any-
body and Ulla they are !rind to of-
fend everybody. We rather urged the
board of health on in the matter of
getting slaughter houses away from
the city avid seeing that all the meats
seal nere is wholetimme. Now, we
learn from a broad-minded contem-
porary that all this Is a scheme
hatched up between the board of
health and the butcners, and that if
the board insists on a strict Inspec-
tion of all the meat Paducah people
have to eat the nearby farmers' will
pick up their farms and move them
over into Livingston county, or pos-
sibly, Illinois, leaving, lack of fur-
ther explanation leads us to believe,
dark, yawning holes where their
farms new nestle. However, the
same contemporary in a recent ecreed
on the city market extension, did
not manifest such touching regard
for toe farmers' interest, at that
time rather leaning toward the side
of the man, who pays. a license. How-
ever, slaughter houses do stink, and
germs do lurk in meat, and we have
great confidence in the learning, In-
telligence and honesty of the city
board of health. We were rather in-
clined to criticize the board for laxi-
ty in some matters, but now since at
the same time it is to be rebuked
for overzealousness, we feel some-
what confounded.
There Is a great deal of slush in-
dulged in, 'in regard to the probable
disclosure at the Theo trial. No
doubt, much that is bad can be un-
earthed about Harry Thaw's past,
and that of his wife and Stanford
White, but we do not see woat light
that is going to throw on the killing
of White by Thaw, unless it is to
show that the murderer was insane.
We are afraid most the newspaper
testimony produced by the "pathos
brigade" would be rejected by the
court as not pertinent to the ques-
tion at issue.
Roosevelt's race suicide warning
Is being taken up by the legislatures
now in session as though the !times
suggested by the national aOminis-
tration, is an infringement on state
rights, and they are hastening to
perform a neglected duty lest the
federal government assume jurisdic-
tion. In Illinois a bill is pending for
the taxing of bachelors. In Miseoutl
a bile is pending to limit a woman's
annual Investment in head gear to
two hats, costing $1.98 each. Both
measures are entitled "a law to en:
courage matrimony."
Recognition is due the lower board
of the general (outwit in standing by
the righteous action of its predeces-
sor in refusing licensee to saloons in
localetfes wiaete tney, Jetty prey? ob-
noxious. Such action sliftmld be eat-
defeetory to the majority of saloon-
keepers, who desire to conduct their
business in an orderly, legitimate
m811601%
It may not have been the rock of
Gibraltar, which Senator Dryden's
political argosy struck in the New
Jersey legislature, but when his good
ship foundered, he manifested that
wise virtue after which he named his
insurance company, and withdrew.
Now, Chief Woods is hoping that
Ruth Gray's prohecy was fulfilled
Sunday night.
The groundhog didn't get into his
hole any too soon.
GROWTH OF THE SOUTH.
In contemplating this country's
marvelous prosperity, don't overlook
the contribution of the south.
Tnough the south is only 15 per
cent, of the area of the United
States proper, it last year contribut-
ed more than 25 per cent, of the
countryat exports.
- It is not very long since the south
was hardly considered at all in
measuring tip the country's business.
The industrial, financial and commer-
cial Interests of great weight were all
in the east and north and west. Cot-
ton was king, indeed. but a king
without a throne, and New England
took the scepter from him by work-
ing itim up in northern factories.
The initiates inflicted upon the
south by the civil war were terrib:e,
and recovery was painfully slow. But
anyone who may regard the month
as still an invalid will see a great
light in the actual figures of last
year's production, manufacture and
trade.
The commercial growth of the
south in the last quarter century has
been little short of phenomenal.
Capital invested in factories has
Increased from $257,000,000 in 1880
to $1.500,000.004 In 1906.
The products of factories have in-
creased in the game time from $457,-
0011,000 to $1,750,000,000.
Capital in cotton mills has leaped
front $21,000,000 to 1225,000,000
The moo Onpendoug increase of
all has been' from 397,000 tons of
pig iron prodneed to 2,100,000 tons,
and from 176.000 barren of petrole-
um to 42,405,000.
The 45 cotton oil mills Of UM
have grown to 780, and the 1800.-
000 In, such mills to $54,606,000.
• lihe east -and north and west are
no Onsger the whole country coin-
me 'OTOS!' 
•
Thom sections have generous pros-
perity—goodness knows— bat thee
choreal g4 it all.—cleveland Press.
COLLIDE IN YARD CAIRO TEAK
NEAR I. C. INCLINE
Switch Engine and Passenger
Train Come Together
No One Is Hurt But Both Locomo-
thee .1re Out of Commission
for Awhile.
PASSENGER COACH DAMAGED
Tee blinding snow and escaping
steam from engines caused a head-
end collision of passenger train and
switch engine in the IllinoitenCentrai
yards yesterday afternoon shortly
after 5 o'clock, ani as a result two
engines are out of commission. A
passenger coach was slightly damag-
ed, but no one was injured.
Switch engine, No. 182, Engine-
man Cundiff and Foreman John
isehnnard was pulling passenger
train, No. 374, to the transfer boat
from the passenger depot. The train
was dekeod by connections with the
Incoming‘ Louisville-Fulton accom-
modation train, and it was long past
its accustomed time to enter the
boat yards. This probably accounted
in a measure for the collision.
Switch engine No. 199, Engineer
A. W. Shepherd and Fireman Shoe-
maker, was coming out of spur track,
No. 9, near Trimble street. The snow
was blowing in every direction, and
it was impossible to see more than
an engine's length ahead. Escaping
steam from both engines aided in ob-
structing the view, and with a crash
the two came together.
Each engineer stuck to his post
and reversed when he saw the other
half a car length ahead. Passengers
in the coaches were jarred a little,
but none was seriously bruised. An
other engine was secured to put the
train on the boat and after a delay
of half an hour the passengers were
sent across the river.
This morning both engines are In
the round house for repairs: The end
sibs were badly browen and it will
require a day or two to put them in-
to shape again. The accident was n-ot
the result of carelessness, but unfor-
tunate circumstances.
Battalion Mustered Out.
Laredo, Tex., Feb.-Taos-The WEB*
aegro battaltion in service at Fort 'Mc-
Intosh, numbering 15.0 men having
served a terree years' enlistment, was
mustered out of service today. The
commanding officer says that all win
reenlist.
YOU DON'T NAVE TO WA!,Every dose makes you feel better. Lax-Poskeeps your whole insides right. Sold on themosey-back plan everywhere Price So tub.
DON'T FAIL TO READ Vi'F.ILLE'S
AD ON PAGE EIGHT TODAY.
THERE ARE SOME BIG SPECI9L8
IN THE CRIWREN'S DIKPART-
MENT TOMORROW MORNING.
Taking the statistics for the entire
world, four and a half persons to the
thousand are either deaf, dumb,
blind or mentally deficient.
Subscribe ror she iantis.
SOLD TO THREE I LEAGUE WITH
SEVEN PLAYERS.
Consunonated Whbereby Cairo
Perforate Last Sad Rite. Over
Defunct Kitty,
Presotient Kineeka, of the Spring-
field Three HI team, has performed
the stunt that made Mike Sexton and
Wilson Beloring famous last year. He
has bought .Chle 'Mere Kitty league
team, or what there is of it. The
Springtieed Journal says of the deal:
President It. F. Kinsenta yesterday
added seven new names to his long
lest of reeerve players for next spring..
He dosed a deal 'by wthisah he se-
cures the contracts of the players
from the (Seer° team of the K. I. T.
league, and the men will report to
'aim for sprang practice.
The Oaano club disbanded last Sun-
day and the proposition to purchase
the entire list was made Saturday
and accepted. It is saAd chat some of
the Cairo players are promng and
will be given viols on, the local ag-
gregation. President Kenseela has a
Serge delegation of players who 'ref
come early to the spring and it will
require some time to weed out those
who are not ripe for the Th.ree Bye
league class. It is likely tfult a num-
ber of trades wilt be made before the
opening of the season.
Inducted in the list is Pitcher Fox,
who nisi-shed the season with Jack-
sonviika Fox is lacking in experience
and his best record is winning thir-
teen games the latter part of the set-
son for Prank Belt. Fox was pur-
chased 'by Kliaseela some time ago,
and wia be on hand when the train-
ing season opens.
MRS. IA)NGAVCdtTIR ILL; GRIP.
Confined to Bed After Contracting
Cold at the White House,
Washington, Feb, 5.—Mrs. Alice
Roosevelt LontgwortO is lei with what
Is stated at her home- to 'be a slight
attack of grip. The orressident and
Mrs. Roosene',t spent some time at the
Longworth home today and were very
much conoensed about their daugh-
ter's heseth when they were informed
by the attending playelcian that her
temperature had gone up to 102.
• Lonoworth conereseted a severe
oold awhile aetiornest (We iribiterborse
n_e_ception bet Thursday sight and has
been confined to her -bed for three
days.
New Postal Bill Doomed to Defeat.
Wash tngeton , Feb. 5. —Op peel t ion
tin the postal commission bill is ea
pronounced that its framers 'have
abandoned ale hope orhaving it cop-
sidered at tiles session of congress.
Representative Overstreet, terairmim
of the house postoffice committee, ad-
mits that the meeteure has no chance
of success sa this time The most
united efforts of the newspenere of
the country to defeat the bill prole
allely have the effect of putting It
permanemtly to sleep befcre the meet-
Ingot the rext congress,
The baby cradled in tee lap of lux-











$40, $35 and $30 Overcoats,
now ........... ..... ...... S18 00
$25.00, $22.00 and $20.00 Over-
coats, now $13 25
$15.00 and $12.50 Overcoats, " to A n
now -----
All our overcoats, including rain-
coats, are in this sale. And, too, we
have added some new, late arrivals
to each lot, bought a few days ago
to add zest to the sale.
According to the ground hog, and
today's indications, there is much of
the Winter ahead of us yet.







Record of First Term's Work
Is Excellent
Tabulated Statement of Attendance











This reports of promotions in Padu-
cah public schools for the first term
ending in ,Tanuery, .is most satisfac-
tory, exceeding the hopes entertained
by the most sanguine It shows ex-
oenent work, ineretaaed interest, and
Improvement in tenoning. Superin-
tendent C. .M. Leal) has received all
.reports of promotions but has not
gotten them in form for the school





Lee  273  62.
High School .... 198 
Woeful ngten  673 .......118
Jefferson 2-91,  21
McKinley  90 54
Longfellow  2)04  44
Frauleno  282  36
Total  2•.1016  337
Colored Schools.
Garfield ........317  33'
Lincoln  231 .140
Total  ........173
High School Flanrishing,
The High schoce report is partice-
early se:tepee:eye .It shows that not
a pupil was test out of 198. The
second term opened with a Mg in-
crease from the grades, making the
total entreatment One second term of
nearly double the original nuimler.
DEATHS OF A DAY 1
Captain Jack Grammar.
Captain C. Jack Grammar, a form-
er officer in the Eyansville and Pa-
ducah Pecket company and later a
high railroad official, died at 3:15
o'clock yesterday afternoon at the
Presbyterian hospital in Chicago, at-
ter an operation. He had been rest-
ing quietly until a short time before
death, and the body will be taken to
Evansville, Ind., for burial Thursday.
Captain Grammar began steamboat-
lug many years ago on the Evans-
ville and Paducah and Cairo pack-
ets. He was closely associated with
the family of the late Captain Joe
Fowler and after a pleasant service
on the steamboats resigned and ac-
cepted tne position of general freight
agent for the Evansville and Terre
Haute railroad. He was .later made
president of the road and subsequent-
ly was president of the Evansville &
Indianapolis railroad, vice president
of the C., 0. & S. W. andslater gen-
era; freight and traffic manager of
the Lake Shore & Michigan South-
ern. When the Vanderbilts merged
many roads into the New York Cen-
tral lines, Captain Grammar attract.-
ed them and was employed as gen-era: traffic manager and freight
agent. He is survived by his wife
tele three Sons.
NATURE AS A RECONSTRUCTOR.
"Nature repairs her ravages—re-
pairs them with her sunshine and
with human labor."
Osteopathy is one of Nature's most
used Instruments In repairing her
ravages Take the Osteopathic treat-
ment of headaches. It locates the pri-
mary cause and removes it, not In
administering a common known /led-
ativesto on- and all alike, but by a
simple 'mechanicalmanipulation.
So, inodigestive disorders Osteop-
athy- restoro the nervous equilibri-
um to the stomach, bowels, liver,
pancreas, etc., and a unity of action
established the disorders are readily
rontrolled and cured.
Constipation can be cured only byobserving nature's laws. The regular
movements of the bowels depend on
their nerve and blood supply. If one
or the other is disturbed in any waythere Is disorder—sickness. Osteop-
athy here again is Nature's cure.
I should like to tell you pergonally
at any time of the great success I am
; having with the treatment and refer,you to some of your friends who will,
leagerly atteetsto what osteopathy Iv
doing or hem done for them:. Phone
me at 1407 it any time.
DR (I B. FROAGF.
516 Broadway.




Special Sales Every Day From
9 to 10 a. rn.
and from
3 to 4 p. m.
For One Hour Only
THE enthusiasm which has been aroused byour Special Sales has exceeded our highest
expectations. Our Vest Sale this morning was,
We know, more than you could understand.
How could we offer such values at such a ridicu-
lously low price. Suffice to say we did it, and
the balance of the speeials to be offered this
week will be fully as interesting. Remember,
is will be worth good, hard money to you to




Choice of our entire
stock of Fancy Hosicry,
that sold at 25c, 50c, 75c
and $1.00, from 9 to 10
o'clock Wednesday
morning—not more than
two pairs to a customer,
For 19c
Positively no sales at this price after 10 o'clock.
HIT TfiE BOYS SHOP--1
SWEATERS
From 3 to 4 O'clock.
Wednesday afternoon
choice of our entire
stock of $1.00, $1 50,
$2.00 and $2.50 Boys'
and Juvenile Sweaters—
not more than one of a
size to each customer—
For 69c
Positively no sales at this price after
4 o'clock.
WE deckled to continued the Green Tag Saleprices in all other departments for one week longerRemember that you can have pick and choice ofany Fancy Suit or Overcoat in the house—cloth-ing that sold up to $40.00, $ 1 Vs1, V0for 
Overcoats that sold up to $20, now $ 1 0.00
• The next line contains Snits and
Snits and Overcoats that formerly sold $5.00up to $12.50 are now
These Prices Are Strictly Cash.
FOLLOW THE CROWD
TIMID BUFFALO. the gate, and the imposition of a fine
on the Impresario. The gendarmes
were ailed out to prevent people be-
ing oohed in the throngs around the
ticket office, and there were a num-
ber of arrests for cushion throwing.
Causes Wild Time Among Crowd at
Bull Ring.
El Paso, Tex., Feb. 5.—The wide-
ly advertised battle between a man
and a buffalo in the Jaurez bull ring
this afternoon proved a complete fi-
asco, much to the disappointment of
10,000 people, the capacity of tee
great arena. The buffalo, insteaa of
charging the bright red cape of the
matatoo became frightened at the
banner and turned and fled. He abso-
lutely refused to fight toe matador
or the pieadoros mounted on horses,
and finally the judges, acting under
the Mexican law, announceeas pun:
!lament to the management that the
entire proceeds of. Ineoperformance
should be 'appropriated to ,the public
Militate; of Juarez.
This enraged the erowd.who threw
seat ushions into the ring and tnreat-
oiled a riot, until, on the peas of
Manager Felix Robert, the 111:Ing
Was revoked The order wale bAlided
to one for refunding the money at
HOY TRIER SUICIDE FOR LOVE
Lad It Years Old Shoots Himself Re-
venge Forbidden to Marry.
Witupaca, Wis., Feb. 5.---Alex
Hanson, an 11-year-old boy, attempt-
ed to commit suicide here today, and
the reason is said to have been ob-
jections which were made to his mar-
rying a 13-year-old girl. T,he boy
lives with his mother, who was made
widow three years ago when her
husband ended his own life. Today
Mrs. Hanson heard a shot in as up-
stairs room of her home and, hasten-
tn.g to the 'Mom from 'thieh the
itiund came, she found her son on
the floor bleeding from a wound
through his lett lung. ,
-‘ 
Maine Denims mist travel on the
elate rater for bad tore.
S
TUESDAY, PERRUARY 5.
 'few ̀Covert ̀ Coats
.$1aek or Van
$5.00 to $14.50
guclq, 9hi11ipd Vo. 
'few ingerie or Jilk *Waists
,few Jigles and 'few 2tateriald
yor Jpring.
-For le. Pendley ring 416.
-Drink Belvedere the master
brew.
-Dr. Gilbert, osteopath 400%
Broadway, Phone 1e6.
.-e-James W. Finley, of Springfield,
III., who Is visiting his son-In-law,
Captain Billy Smith, the pilot, has
been removed to Riverside nospital.
He is suffering from a severe attack
of erysipelas.
-When eau order a rig from us
• you are talking to one of the pro-
• prietors or capable clerks (not a
driver or hostler) who writes, files
and fills the oredr at appointed time.
Palmer Transfer Co.
e -.Sleigh for sale at Seaton sign
works, Sixteenth and Needier'''. Old
phone 401.
-City subscribers to the Daily
- Sun who wish the delivery of their
papers stopped must notify our col-
lectors or make their requests di-
rect to Tn. Sun office. No attention'
,az will be paid to such orders when
given to our carriers. Sun Pub. Co.
-The Rev. J. R. Stewart, of Lone
Oak, has accepted the pastorate of
• the Belleview church on the May-
field road and will preach there Sun-
day morning and evening,
-Drink Belvedere the Paducah
beer.
--Get your meats at Whitehead's
restaiuraht. 215 Broadway, thee tied
days. Nice, polite service lialens#-
teed.
-Belvedere beer is a home pro-
duct. Remember that.
-Place your orders for wedding
invitations at home. The Sun shows
as great an assortment as you find
anywhere at prices mune lower than
you pay eltewhere.
• --Children of the primary depart-
meet of the Feet Baptist Sutaiy
school are requeeted to meet at the
churcti Wednesday afternoon at 4
o'clock.
-You know your caring cards
are correct when they cOme from The
Sun. Script cards and plate $1.50 a
hundred, he Old Eng:eh 83.
-Wieillng invitations, announce-
ments tine every character of en-
gravod work is given careful, per-
sonal attention at The Sun.
-Globe Stern:eke tiling cares and
all supplies for them, also the be
line of carbons. A full line of blank
books steel all kinds of office supplies.
Telephone orders promptly filled. Old
phone 436. R. D. Clements & Co.
- ladies auxileury of the
rKnigias of Columbee will meet with
'Mrs. J. H. Snyder, Thirteenth anti
Madison streets, tomorrow afternoon
-We have Slug Shot that will de-
stroy all inLects on plants; and Plant
• Food that will make plants grow
Brunson, h29 Broadway.
-Sexton, the sign writer, all
kinds of sign and advertising writing,
fine painting of every charactee in-
side work and carriage painting and
repairing. Phone 401
-- Mrs. A. A. Beesley will remove
here millinery store from White 8c
Sirke to eiundmerson's Book More, 428
• Broadway.
--Dr. V. Blythe has moved from
Fraterntty building to 525 Broalway
next to Register building. Office
phones 870, residence 272.
-Upright pianos from 8150 to
• 8200, to reduce!, our stock of slightly
used plisnos we make these offers. W.
• T. Miller & Bro., 518 Broadway.
• --De Oast M. Sears has gone to
Austere Tex., to attend tf. 50ttt ate
nivereary of hes uneWs marrtage.
Hts uncle, MT. Joseph Sears, is • weld
known resident of Austin. Dr. "eats
will prebably he gone about (MO
weeluil .
_Mr. C. A. McFarland has been
appointed by the Smith-Premier
Typewriter Company to succeed Mr.
W. L. Helves, In this district, Mr.
McFarland will mantain his head-
quarters at 425 lireadway In Padit-
reh,
- what to inform our petrom
that hereafter the curtain at The
Rentocky wilt rise at 8:30 and no
one miniver fate will be seated until
After the first set.
--The United States Met service
commission, announces the following
examinations: Assayer, custom house
service; geologist. Phelippine service;
apprentice topographic draftsman,
Mardi G anal civil engineer student,
depertment of agriculture. Ape+ 3-4.
---The time of the county board of
tax supervisors was this morning ex-
tended five dues.
-Aunt Lindy Wood, one of the
oldest negroes in McCracken county,
is el at her home, 1010 South Tenth
etreet.
-The cold snap has thrown a
damper on the "under world," and
no arrests were made by the police
yesterday and -last night and conse-
quently nizefinlice court was held to-
day. .-
---The sudden change in the weath-
er has caused illness among police-
men and four were off this morning
They are Patrolmen William Rogers,
Ernest Hill. Courtney Long and Dick
Wood. Hill went to work at noon.
-Today and tomorrow applicants
may be examined for the civil ser-
vice position Of pure food and drug
inspector. Mr. Fred B. Ashton Is to-
day examining one applicant, and
will hold the examinations open
through tomorrow. '
-The Ladies' Mite society of the
Gerrman Lutheran church meets with




Henderson. Ky., Feb. 5.-G. W.
liestes, of Louisville -elate agent for
the Michigan Mutual Life Insurance
company, was fined 8350 in the cir-
cuit court this morning on toe charge
of aiding in insurance rebating. Hil-
ton was accused of delivering a $10,-
000 policy and a receipt for an an-
nual premium of 8163.40 to Charles
Argue, • local tobacconist, for pay-
ment of only 849.14. W, B. Ware. lo-
cal agent, was charged with having
made the contract with Argue, was
fined 8400.
Little Lida Houston.
Little Lida Houston, the 13-
months-old daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Clint Houston, of Maple Terrace, in
the county, died at 8:30 o'clock this
morning of pneumonia, an illness
morning of pneumonia, after an
ness of several days. No funeral ar-
rangements have been made.
.DON'T FAIL TO READ WEILLE'S
AD ON PAGE EIGHT TODAY.
THERE ARE SOME BIG SPECIALS
IN THE CHILDREN'S DEPART-
MENT TOMORROW MORNING.
-We have a ready customer for
brick residence of not more than
rooms. Convenient to the businesa
part of the city. North Side prefer-
red. Call H. C. Hollins, Phone 127.
a
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PEOPLE
AND SOCIAL EVENTS
leutre Nous Club to Meet Thursday.
The meeting of the Entre Nous
club with Miss Lillie Mae Winstead,
announced for this afternoon, has
been changed to Thursduy afternoon
at 2:34.1 o'ciock.
Matinee elusical Club.
The Matinee Musical club wilt have
its regular eemementhdy meeting to-
morrow afternoon at the Pariah house
of Grace Episcopal cburch. The pro-
gram wild begin at 3:10 o'clock and
Is a nxisceiliaterces one. Mrs. Hub-
bard S. Welds its the leader. The foe
lowing'is the attractive program:
1, Cement events.
2. Piano duet - a, Huntsman
chorue-ellitier, b. Nocturn-Rueen-
stein-MIA:es Reed' and. Newell,.
3. Vocal sole--Selected - Miss
Anne Bradshaw.
4. Paper---'`eluslic during the first
1;000 years of the Obristian Era"-
Miss Jennie Gilson.
5. Violin solo-Mazurka de Faleo
-J Dal:We-Mrs, William C. Clarke.
G. Vocal solo-"Why Doet Thou
Weep?"-JoirnodMies Julia Scott.
7. Double duet-"The Crimson
Glow of Sunset Feeles''-Root--
Mlases Newell and Reed, DrYfues and
Bnaciehaw.
8. Vocal solo - Selected-Mrs.
Jetties Weille.
9 Solo-"Song of the Sword" from
the opera "Tolane''-H, Clough-
Leichter-Me. R. D. Macelielen.
Johnson- McGregor.
Mr. and Mrs. W. C. MeGregoor
have arrived. in the city from Benton,
where they were mareied on Sunday
evening. They will make their home
at 44)4 South Fcturth /treat.
Mr. McGregor is the popular book-
keeper for the Nerubeim wholesale
grocery on Second street, and his
bride was Miss Coca Johnson, of Ben-
ton, an attractive young wcusan be-
longing to one of Marshall county's
prominent famites.
U. C. Chapter.
Mrs. James M. Buckner is the host-
ess of the Paducah chapter, United
Daughters of the Confederacy, this
afternoon, at her home on Jeffereon
street.. It is the regular February
meeting of the chapter. An attrae-
tive musleail program is a feature.
Miss Greif and Mr. Lennihan to
. •Marry Tomorrow.
The rnairrittere-or Miss- Relit.- Greif
and Mr. Maurice Lennihan wild take
place tomorrow afternoon at the St.
Francis de Sales Catholic church at.
2:45 o'clock. The Rev. Father H.
W. Jansen wee perform the ceremony.
The wedditng bans of the young cou-
ple were published several weeks ago.
Delphic Club.
The Delphic club held
meeting this morning at
gie library. The Spanish







Ye-met-day Nashville Banner says:
"Miss Mary Skeffington has been
re-elected by the State Library Corn-
miseem as state libraeian for the en-
suing four years, this honor having
been conferred upon her by tbe WW1-
intone rote of the commission, Miss
Skeffington is from Dyersburg, and
has held the ()Mee of state librarian
for the past four years, discharging
the duties of that ofliee hi a manner
wthilch has been itirttlefaietory. She is,
too, a charming lady and has hosts
of friends all over Teneseseee Who
will be glad to learn that she is to
-erve the state for another term of
four years. Miss iikeffington is the
first state tibra.rian to be elected sin-
Down In the Mouth.
Wid• (mein is th• mouth of boom.
And 'twill devour us every on•
Unions we give the dragon room
And get in metion-run, run, runt
In business if. the rely speller--
Union* we keep's-wane, *coot.
Keep step with pregreee ADVERTISE,
We'll g• this poor old menkey's ripalat
dei the act of 1901, vesting this eiee-
Lieu. in the commission above named
thus taking it from the hatele of the
general assembly. 'Miss Sk ellen tot an
has appointed her Sister Miss lone
Skeffinteon, to lie asitiaaant librarian,
her term tam begin March 1."
Both Miss Mary akeffington mid
Miss Jane Skeffisetens have visited
Mrs. Georee A. leournioy, of Lotome.i
Lodge in Paducah, and are social fele
°rites bere.
Miss Nellie Schwab will return in a
few days from Totedo, 0, where she
has been visiting the Rev, and Mrs.
William Alexander.
Mr. Guy E. Trtpp, of Boeton, has
returned hole° after spend,' tig several
days with Mr. John S. Bisecker.
MT. Claude Baker, of Greenville,
arrived yesterday to remain some days
fur medical treatment.
Mr. Max Wolff went to Georgia last
night.,,.
Mrs. C. Blutz has gone to Union
City, Tenn., for a visit.
Mr. Luther Ceram is in Memphis.
Miss Jewel) Gott has returned from
Mayfield, where tee was title guest of
niss Ella Browder.
Miss Myrtle Finley, of Lone O.
Is visiting ter uncle, Mr. W. B. Wal-
ters.
Mr. James Scott has returned from
Hot Springe, Ark.
Mr. B. L. keen, of Lowest Cross
Roaidis, Ky., is visiting his brother,
Mr. Clyde Alden, of 515 North, Eighth
street.
Mr. J. le Barth is in Memphis on
huffiness,
Master Warren Dale, of Kevil, son
of Shelby Dale, is seriously sick of
pneumonia.
Mr. and Mrs. John R. Theobald,of
Mayfield, are the parents of a ten-
pound boy, burn Sunday night.
Mr. and Mrs. Edson Hart arrived
home today from a- soutnern bridal
trip and are at the home of Mrs.
George 0, Hart, 913 Jefferson street.
State Senator ()can Linn, of Mur-
ray, Ky., is in the city.
SHIP STRIKES AND SINKS BARK
After Fighting Sea Seventeen Days
Vessel Is Sunk in Sight of Port.
Norfolk Va., Feb. 5.-After bat-
tling with head winds and heavy
seas for 17 days and when within a
few hours of her destination, the
bark Charles Loring, carrying 380,-
000 feet of lumber front Savannah
to New York, was run into and sent
to the bottom by the Old Dominion
steamer Seneca last night four miles
off Sea GirteNeee The erelision oc-
-teased- in a. Aflame fee. oast- ma.*
injured and no lives were lost.
Killed Crow and Got Back 9200 Ring.
New York. Feb. 5.-A $200 dia-
mond ring was stolen from Mrs. Her-
man Stoddard's 'bedroom, Verona., N.
J , yesterday; the black thee( was
k Peed and the rem reocreered.  
Mee, gtoediard loves birds. She adds
her borne "The A-lary." She feeds
birde and builds houses for them on
the estate. So they ,beoome quite fear-
less, 'bet, of tel. a crow has shown
the greatest tameness and familiar-
ity.
The %endows of 'Mrs. Stociderd's
room were open yesterday; her rings
sere on a dresser. A maid entered
the room; the crow was on the dress-
er; it said "caw" pleasantly to tee
maid, flew out of a winti.yw and perch
ed on a tree .brence near. The maid
told Mrs. Stodderet, who eoued not
find her engagement ring where she
had left R. She was tomtit to believe
that any of her pets was disboneet,
but the crow sees under truth strong
suspicion that Adolph Schmidt shot
it. He cut open its crop; there was
the ring.
Around the bird's leg was
leather band with three inks of
entelo, brass chain,' showing it had
been in eaptivity at some time.
a
a
Worth All It Close.
A guest who had just registered
at the Shirley Hotel a day or two
ago was approached by a boy with al
telegram. It had $1 enarges on R.
"What!" said the guest, before
opening R. "A dollar charges!
won't pay, it, Anybody who cannot
Pay for Iris message when wiring rue
is certainly a cheap one. Walt a min-
ute! I'll Just let you report this un-
collected and the sender may pay
the charges."
At that he tore the envelope open.
As he read a Mile nettled on his
face, and, pulling a dollar from .his
pocket, he handed it to the boy.
"It's all right." he said.
Then he threw the message on the
counter. "Read It!" he said to C. T.
rNeeawdton, the clerk. The message
"Papa's little girl sends him fifty
bushels of love, and wishes he was





Manager A. L. Joynes. Attorney
Charles K. Wheeler, and Treasurer
T. D. Webb, of Nashville, represent.
Mg the Cumberlend Telephone Com-
pany, appeared before the board of
tax book supervisors today and gaVii
in the company's assessment on
velem, wires and other personalty the
same as last year. The Matter has
not been dee-Wed.-1w the-Apar&
I A Chtleago photographer claims to
have taken the largest photograph
lb *detente. It is a fute-length por-
trait of Dr. Dowle, end measure. Rat






This morning a judgment was en-
tered In the tarcult court on the ex
parts petition filled by City Sollcitor
James Oampbelt, Jr., to determine
whether the cheater amendment fix-
ing police forces in cities of the sec-
ond clans at a minimum of 30 men,
infringed on the city's night of &el:-
government, and an appeal. was im-
mediately taken. Judge Reed decid-
ed that the act of the legislature
amending the charter, Is constitu-
tional.
Other judgments: Wet Temple
against Ben Ligon, for possession of
land in the county.
Pooes-Acre Lumber company vs.
John Golightly, for a debt of $96.67.
Cecil Reed, committee for Mary A.
Purchase, for the sale of property.
Motions.
J. E. Wilhelm against J. M. Woe
ten, motion for a new trial by defend-
ant overruled..
1Regleter Newspaper company
against J. Worten, motion for new
trial) by defendent overruled.
A. Hunt 'against reetcher & Fore-
man, motion for new trial by defend-
ant overruled.
J. B. F. Briggs against Pletcher &
Foreman, defendant's mutton for IlkW
trial overrufed.
C. W. Roswell and Z. T. Long
against Citizens Savings hank, de-
fendanes motion for a new trial over-
ruled said appeal granted.
Judge Reed wie consume the re-
mainder of the week in hearing mo-
tions and demurrers.
County Court.
- An amended petition was filed yes-
terday in tne case of J. M. and L. E.
Durrett against C. A. Torrence' in
quarterly court stating that a mort-
gage he:d on the grocery of Torrence
had been paid off. The plaintiffs sued
to collect a 890 judgment but found
a mortgage held by W. A. Berry and
J. T. Reddick on Torrences store,
which the latter claimed and not
been lifted.
In -the case of N. S. Thomas
against J. H. Upshaw, quarterly
court, Judge Lightfoot decided In fa-
vor of Thomas against W. T. Cooper.
Deeds Filed.
A lease trete James K. P. McCarty
to the Mergenthaler-Horton Basket
and Machine company, for 815 per
month, to property adjoining the Tat-
teemeplant on.Mevere street. • ••
Alex B. White to Nolan W. Van
Celan, power of attorney.
WILL NAME COMMITTEES
FOR COMMERCIAL CLUB
Mr. Harry C. Rhodes, president or
the Cotnmercial clitte.s-w114-hame his
committees at a meeting of the club
tonight.
Cut His Arm Badly.
Joseph Kirk. of 618 South Third
Street, employed at the ttarks-Ull-
man Saddlery company, cut his left
arm yesterday afternoon with a
large knife. The wound was sewed up
by Dr. R. A. Washburn.
Jape In Uniform,
Honolueu, Feb. 5.---Six hundred
Japanese immigrants arrived today on
the steamer .Siberia. A number of
them wore the full uniform of Japan-
ese soldiers and two captains in addi-
tion to being clothed in the uniform
of their rank, wore theee war medal's.
Diecreet.
There le a Chicago lawyer who, be
colleagues aver, has a positive geni-
us for malapropos suggestion to his
witnesses on the stand.
Recently this lawyer was counsel
In a snit for divorce, wherein he
was examining a woman who had
taken the stand in behalf of the plain
tiff.
"Now, madame." began the attol-
ney, who Is always saying the wrong
thing, "repeat the slanderous state-
ments made by the defendant on this
occasion."
"Oh, they are unlit for any re-
epectable person to hear" gasped
the witness.
"Then, madame." saki the attor-
ney, doaxingly "suppose you just
whisper them to He Honor, the
judge."- -Harper's Weekly.
DON'T PAIL Ti) .READ WEIMAR%
AD ON PAGE EIGHT TODAY.
THERE ARKARK SOME BM SPECIALS
IN THE CHILDREN'S DEPART-
TOMORROW MORNING.
I -The C. W. B. M. Autlaitary, of
the Met Cihriettian rhurcile wail meet
Wettneaday efterneOn at X enteric
with Mrs. W, .1 Humphreys. 1190
Jefferson street.
I If you are fat, got
itot fat. Nature never






A PILE OF SILVER
4U
Forks that were $2.50
Now $1
Table Spoons $2 to $3
Now $1
Tea Spoons $1.50 to $2
Now 75c
Knives $2.00 to $3.00
Now $1
U Must B Quick
6E0.0. HART & SONS CO
No matter how interesting or Im-
portant today's news may be, there
are some people who will not read
any of It until they have read the
want ads.
Re-arrange your house-and let a
want ad. sell your not-now-needed
furniture.
•
"I wonder if It is too late to get
one?" the questirm of the woman
who "never reeds the want ads."
when a friend tells her of having se-
cured a real bargain somewhere.
EAT at Whitehead's restaurant.
ROOMS-For rent with board, 212
Routh Fourth.
HORSE for sale bargain. George
Skelton, 817 South Feta.
FOR Heating and Stovewood ring
437 F. Levin.
ROOM and boartt, 40.8 Washington.
Old phone 2503.
CLO'l HES cleaned and repaired.
Jas. Duffy, Phone 956-a.
OVERSTREET, the painter. New
phone 1025, old phone 975.
FXPERIIENCED stenographer de-
sires position at once. References
exchanged. Address W., care Sun.
FOR SALE-Solid mahogany (Co-
lonial) parlor table, almost new.
Cost 814. Price, $8. Tel. 1701.
SLEIGH for sale, at Sexton's sign
works, Sixteenth and Madison. Phone
401.
SltalD your clothes to the neat=
hes Pressing club, 302% Broadway.
High & Browder, proprietors. Rota
phones 1607.
WE WILL BE at James J. Glen-
bees steble, Third and Washington,
Saturday, Feb. 9, to buy horses and
mules. C. H. Layne a Co.
FOR SALE--Lot on Salem avenus
810:114. Price $600. H. C. Hollins,
Real ,Estate and General Insurance.
Trueheart Bldg. Telephone 127.
LOST-ladies' geld watch - and
fob on Ohio between Tenth and The-
teentn and Tennessee. Reward if
left at Racket Store.
WANTED-Board and room be-
tween Ninth and Tweaah on Broad-
way or Jefferson, by young man. Pri-
vate family preferred. Address K.,
care Sun.
FOR RRNT----Two story five room
residence on Jefferson street on
street oar line, half block from Foun-
tain avenue. Apply W. D. Greer et
C. E. Jennings.
LOST Sideer-beaded---
with Initial H on hand*. On South
Fifth street near N., C. & St. L. de-
pot. Reward. Dr. Ceythe, 523 Broad-
we-v.
FOR SAI416-Peret-olass,bri-a- store
of two stories with small cottage in
rear, aitttated Fifth and Jones Priee
83.754) with satisfactory terms. II, C.
Hotline, Trueheart Bldg. Telephone
127. ,
FOR SAIM-Beitiatife-116-i-ni--J-55
acres oleos to city and In high clamed
suburban neighborhood $3,P5)e 14.
C. Hollins. Real Estate and General
Insurance. Truebeart Bldg. Tele-
phone 127.
LARGE front parlor for rent fur-
nished or unfurnished, 1004 South
Fourth.
et
WANTED-White woman to look
after cnildren and assist in general
house-keeping. Good wages. Refer-
ence required. Old phone 867.
-WANTED-- Imallment collector
for merchandise acaiunts; good sal-
ary and expenses. Address Manufac-
turer P. 0. Box 1027, Phila., Pa.
MRS. A. A. BALSLEY will remove
her millinery store from White &
9irk's to Sandereon's Book store, 428
Brosigway.
Fi3R SALE-Four room cottage on
West Harrison street, situited on Lot
50'165 to 16 foot alley, With stable
and other out houses. $1,300 with
terms. H. C. Hollins, Rea: Estate
and General Insurance. Trueheart
Bldg. Teephone 12e.
FOR SALE-Five-room cottage on
Trimble street, ten blocks from river,
situated on lot 48x1e5 and amply
provided with out buildings, bath and
other conveniences. Prke $2,004)
with terms H. C. Hollins, Real Es-
tate and General Ineersbee. True-
1 heart Bldg. Telephone 127.WANTED-For U. S. Army: Able-
bodied unmarried men between ages
of 21 and 35; citizens of United
States, of good character and tem-
perate habits, who can speak, read
and write English. For information
apply to recruiting officer, New Rich-
mond House, Paducah, Ky.
FOR SALE-Neat little boxed and
weatherboarded house of two rooms
On Hampton avenue, betwe,n 12th
and lath streets on lot 40:110. An
additional room can easily be put to
this house and made into cottage.
City water, out buildings and conven-
iently situated near cc: line Price
$5410 cash. H. C. Hollins, Truehea:t
building, telephone 127,
FOR SALE-Eight room residence
three blocks from Broadway on South
Third street, situated on Jot 67x173,
fronting bricked street and concrete
sidewalk. Excellent looatIon for flat.
Price $3,500, one-third cash, balance
miey payments. H. C. Hollins, .Reel
Estate, Rentals and General Insur-
ance. Trueheart Bldg. Telephone 127.
FOR SALE---limilitionce of five
rooms and hall on Clay street, twelve
blocks from river located on lot 50x
165 to private alley, having shade
trees, feeble and other necessary out
buildings. Price $1,5o0. Terms ar-
ranged. H. C. Hollins, Beal Estate
and Rentals, Trueheart Bldg. Tele-
phone 127,
FOR ii-A1.6)--Beautiful anhurban
home of 62 acres within five minutes'
drive of MeMinnville, Tenn. The
farm Ilea a cottage of three rooms
and hall, stable, granary, cellar, well,
barn and 1,400 fruit trees of various
kinde. Price $1,55.0. H. C. HoLine,
Real Estate and General Insurance.
Trupheart Bldg. Telephone 127.
FOR SAI.Irr--Plve-room residence
jest beyond city limits, In high class-
ed neighborhood, four acres of
ground and amply provided with out
buildings, wei:s and other improve-
ments. $1,60.4 cash. H. C. Hollins,
Real Estate and Oeueral Insurance.
Trueheart Bldg. Telephone 127,
Romance Is to real life what poet-
ry is to provisions.
In planning for the expenses of




THE PADUCAH EVENING SUN.
0
THE FARMER'S WIFE I
Is very careful about her churn. She scalds it thoroughly after using,
and gives it a sun bath to sweeten-it. She knows that if her churn is
sour it will taint the butter that is made in it. The stomach is a clhirn.
In the stomach and digestive and nntritive tracts areperformed pro-
cesses whicleare almost exactly like the churning of butter. Is it not
apparent then that if this stomach-churn is foul it makes foul all which
is put into it?
The evil of a foul stomach is not alone the bad taste in the month
and the foul breath caused by it, but the corruption of the pure current
of blood and the dissemination of disease throughout the body. Dr.
Pierce's Golden Medical Discovery makes the sour and foul stomach
sweet. It does for the stomach what the washing and sun bath do for
the churn—absolutely removes every tainting or corrupting element.
In this way it cures blotches, pimples, eruptions, scrofulous swellings,
sores, or open eating ulcers and all humors or diseases arising from
bad blood.
To aid in healing old sores, or ulcers,
apply Dr. Pierce's All-Heallug Salve
to them while taking the "tiolden Med-
ical Discovery" to purify aud enrich
the blood.
Dr. Pierce's All - ileating Salve is
cleansing and pain relieving. It de-
stroys the bad odors arising from_ sup-
purating, or running, sores and puts
them in the best possible condition for
healing.
The" All-Healing Salve" it a superior
deeming for all open, running, or sup-
purating, Sores or Ulcers. For healing
open wounds, cats and scratches it is
unsurpassed.
If Your medicine dealer does not have
the "All-Healing Salve" in stock mail
FM cents in postage stamps to Dr. R. V.
Pierce, Buffalo, N. Y., and you will
receive it by return post.
In treating all open sore, or ulcers,
boils carbuncles and other swellings, it
Is important that Dr. Piere's Golden
Medical Discovery be taken eersiatently
to purify the blood and thee by remove
the cause of the trouble. It is in the
blood that the great battle of health has
to he fought. The ulcer and the sore
are simply the scarlet dowers of disease,
with roots running down into the blood.
These roots thud be eradicated or the
disease will break out afresh. "Golden
Medical Discovery" cleanses the blood
of ill foul and poisonous aceinnuistions,
pates out the dead and waste matter,
an thus purifies the entire life current.
Disease in the flesh must die out when
it hi no longer fed by foul blood.
"Golden Medical Discevery" effectively
cares disease in the flesh by curing its
cause iu the blood.
If y have bitter, nasty, foul taste
in y mouth, coated tongue, foul
breat are weak and easily -tired, feel
dep sed and despondent, have fres
9u t head es, dizzy attacks, gnaw-
in diet is in stomach, constipated
or i go r bowels, sour - or bitter
rising I r eating and poor appetite,
these ptorns, or any considerable
r of them, indicate that you are
suffe from biliousness, torpid, or
lazy r with the usual accompanying
indi stion, or dyspepsia and its attend-
ant erangements.
PM boot aspnts known to medical
science or the cure ot the above syr4
me-7mm nee fi t mem as AtteCOd Jay 
Writings o leg& nuienchers_.uni VIICLI-
tioakEs 4 aliahe 5_121149Lof
r. 
. 
ye been skillfully and har-
moniously combined in Dr. Pierce's
Golden Medical Discovery. That this
Is absolutely true will be readily proven
to your satisfaction if you will but mail
a postal card request. to Dr. R.V. Pierce,
Buffalo, N. Y., foe a free copy of his
booklet of 'Meade from the standard
medigal authorities, giving the names
of all the Ingredients entering into his
vidrid-famed medicines and showing
what the most eminent medical men of
the age say of them.
Cures Woman's Weaknesses.
We refer to that boon to weak, nerv-
ous, suffering women known as Dr.
Pierce's Favorite Prescription.
Dr. John Fvfe one of the Editoral
staff of THE ECLECTIC MEDICAL Rs-
VIEW says of Unicorn root II feloniai
Dioiea) which is one of the chief ingre-
dients of the "Favorite Prescription":
"A remedy which invariably acts at a uter-ine invigorator • • makes for normal ac-tivity of the entfre reproductive system.'He continues "in Below*, we have a medica-ment whtch more tally answers the sharepurposes Man any other drug u*S trinich I am
=143ednoIr;:eti:wittriesaxrit.ofhdatrircesaseDe;seen which does not present some indicationfor this remedial agent." Dr. Pyle furtheraim "The following are among the leadingIndications for Helonlas(Unicorn root). Painor setting in the back, with lencorrb. xatonic tweak% ronditluns of the reproductiveorgans of women, mental tiepre...Auli and ir-ritabilitri. salso,i•ted with chronic diseases ofthe reproductive organs of women; constamtsensation of heat In the region of the kid-
Ile) • nienurrhagti. flooding' due to a weak-ened condition of the reproductive system:emenonmea isnrpressed or absent monthlyperiodee arising from or accompanying anabnormal condition of the digestive organsand anemic ( thin blood) habit ; dragging
sensations hi the extreme lower part of theabdomen. •
1.1 more or leemof the 0.9ive Byrne-
rimare temememsdaerivaltrt woman can
o etterAhn take Dr. Pieree'eseeavv-
ite „mean& the leedip in-
redt I it.. •
NO • e me 1113 ealperlIPA of 
V.7111".1,1111 ., 
0 Golden Seal root another promi-
nent ingredient of "Favorite Preset-m-
emo." Prof. FinleyEllingwood, M. D., of
Bennett Medical College, Chicago, says:
"It is an Important remedy in disorders**tee wumh. In all catarrhal conditions • d•
and general enfeeblement. It Is useful."
Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription
Maithfallii, represents the above named
ingredients and cures the diseases for
which they are recommended.
Dr. Pierce's -Pleasant Pellet e are the
original Little Liver Pills, first put up
by old Dr. Pierce over 44) years ago.
Much imitated, but never equaled.
Easy to take as candy.
LIZARD
Came From, Month of Woman \init.
Jackson, Tenn.
Jackson, Tenn.. Feb. 5.—Mrs. C. i
B. dohneey, wife of a known
young farmer of the Seventeenth dim:
trite, yesterday vemited a Perfectly
donned sem; rig lizard about three
Inches long. Mr. Joeineey brought
the strange Looking !Mee animal in
today to Dr. Grant, the family Tidy-
&mean, and it Is now on exiatbitian in
his °Moe on Market street,
Tha experience, as strange as it is,
is not new to.Mrs. Johnsey, as about
five years ago after a severe spe.1
of nausea, she threw up a lizard aim-
flier to the one her husband brought,
to ehe city today. -
The queer-locking little creature
ha's: bre:Siam sevemspots on its body
uni In itho.pe reeembies the "water
dog," which Is qu!re common in some
marts of the county.
Dr. Grant and miler physielitne
who haws given the strange ease their
anew:ion are unable to account for
the piesenee rti :Mares In Mire.
licresseses stommet except on the the-
that Me drank. them while &rink-.
trig waiter' front -a eprin.
DEAL MAKES A HIT.
Har4 Elk,' Theater Orchestra at Little
Rock, Ark.
Prof. William Deal, formerly lead-
er of The Kentucky Theater orches-
tra, is building a reputation for aim-
self in musical circles in Little Rock,
where he went from here. He is lead-
er of the Elks' theater orcheetra in
the Arkansas city, and commenting
On a dance for which ne furnished
ithe music one of the Little Rock pa-
filers says: "One of the most pleasant
Matures of the belt was the micel-
le/Mt music furniphed by Prof. Wil-
liam Deal's orchestra. Tee latest pop-
ular music was played with perfect
time, and the orchestra has proven
that it is no longer necessary to send
out of the city to secure an orchestra
for the swellest
Over MOOMeettet bottles of pickles
Wel eaten meekest in the United States.
ANNOUNCEME
We have closed a contract with
the Fairbanks Morse 4. co. or
the sale of flier!. Mifine and
Stationery Gasoline Engines,
an Nil gladly furnish prices
and full information on request.
S. E. Mitchell
326-328 South Third St.
Old Phone 431-a. New Phone 743-a
-1-
3,000,000 KISS—RAMER COSTLY
W. Amine Byrum of Sydney, Aus-
tralia, kiss -d ids way into a fortune.
The route chosen by him was not the
route of the penniless but handsome
young man who weds a girl with
oceans of Money, for the girl that
Byrnes kissed not only objected_ to
his act but had no money. Her face
Was her fortune—and, as it proved,
atm, the fortune of Byrnes.
Perhaps it Is not advisable for oth-
er young men to try the method adopt
ed by the Sydne—Ley doung man, but in
Byrnes' case it worked well, after a
bad start, end after he had paid hets
last cent to settle a police conrt fine
of $300 and costs, which he consider-
ed nigh, even for the privilege of
kissing so pretty a girl, he came into
a fortune estimated at over $3,000,-
080 and one of the finest estates in
New South Wales, besides English
property. And despite the fact that
the, kiss she so unwillingly gave the
handsome young Englishman brought
aim his fortune, and the fact that he.
in his new found wealth, offered to
share it with her, Mies Beth Arleigh
has refused him.
The story of the kiss that brongnt
Byrnes his fortune is of the strang-
est and moat romantic ever told—
and it is true, because the courts of
Sydney have turned over to him the
fortune. Otherwise people might
doubt it.
Byrnes, it seems, is the youngest
son of an Englisnman of poor finan-
cial condition. He would have inber
ited part of the Irish estate of his pa-
ternal grandfather but for the fact Ilarity, and
that his own father wasted the money notoriety.
and mortgaged the land. His older
brotner, who inherited what was left
of the estate and all the debts,
promptly got rid of the remalnder,
and died; whereupon young Bee-new,
who had tnrown away what little
money he had in an extravagant and
sportive university, went ode to Aus-
tralia.
He clid not prosper muoh in the
new courtry. Handsome, talented,
clever and with the blarney of his Tr-
ish ancestors mingled with the shrewd
nese of his Yorkshire mother, he led
a happy-gmercky, adventurous life
in the bush enitatre. He served In the
constahulars worked as a herder,
spent a few months in the gold camps
clerked in a store in Melbourne, wan-
dered all over Australia, rolling much
and gateering little moss and finally
landed in Sydney, almost pennileas,
and, rotted. work. as. nalasman-for.is
small importing firm.
About this time there lived In Syd-
ney on Newton street one Mies Eliza-
beth Arleige. In the cottage home
lived the widowed mother, who had
conic to Australia with tier husband
years before and after hie death In
the gold fields had reared her sen
and daughter according to the way
In which she oad been reared in her
country home In Surrey. Her eon,
after leaving school, found a respon-
sible position and supported his
mother and his pretty sister Beth.
It also happened that fate directed
the footsteps of Beth Aslefgh tn the
place where the reckless Byrnes was
employed, and although she scarcely
noticed him, he tel madly in love
with her at first sight. He sought
to he introdneed. but failed. That
Byrnes' intentions were good is cer-
tain, .but fate furthermore ordained
that one afternoon while flyrnes was
feeling particnlarle merry Immense he
hart sold lt big bill of goods, and per-
haps became he had dined and wined
his customer and taken too much
wine, he saw Miss Arieign walking
toward her home
The combination of a reckless Ir-
eibman In Inv. and In wine proved toe
much. He saluted Miss Arleigh with
stately gallantry, bowed low, raised
his hat and smiled. She drew hack,
atartleds and he, witIont further cere
mony, proceeded to take her 'in Mis
arms and kite, her.
The three witnesses who saw the
handsome young man kiss the pretty
girl declared in couit that it was a
most complete kiss. They told the
court that Byrnes placed his right
arm around her waist drew her to-
ward him &spite her struggles, laid
her unwilling, fair head upon his
manly shoulder, and, raised her face,
kissed her ardently.
The affair didn't end there, Byrnem
happy and much pletteed, bowed low
and continued his way. Miss Ars
Migh, her tace flushed with shame,
hurried home- and told her mother
and 'brothel. The brother went to
seek Byrnes. Meantime Byrnes, hav-
ing recovered a bit from the dinner,
was much reheated. He sougtrt out
the girl and offered the most abject
apologies to her mother. Miss Am
leign having refused to - saw him.
He also apologized to the angry
brother, who, instead of dropping the
matter, caused the arrest of Byrnes.
One of the papers of Sydney took
up the case and made a seneation out
of it. It told in wonderful language
the story, and the description it gave
of the kiss that Byrnes administered
was enough to make every man In
town want to try it. But the court
was stern. It fined Symms a sum ap-
proximating $300, bestdes the remits.
Byrnes, by borrowing, managed to
get enough money to pay the fine, and
then, crossing the court, he again
publicly apologized to the girl, and
offered to make every effort at repar-
ation that eae would permit.
His act damaged Byrom' poptt-
brought to him a lot of
The newspapers contin-
ued td dilate on d'ne ease.
It happened that almost a year be-
fore Bernet; kissed Miss Arleigh there
deed ha Monktown England, one
George Lewes Dent, an extremely
wealthy man, whose fortune was
made In Australia. He had gqne out
to Melbourne in the early days. ate
cumula.ted a fortune anti when he
had no need„eof it had inherited the
family estates in England.
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Mrs. Anna Sanders of No. 312 Richmond
Street, suffered with Rheumatism for two Years.
One bottle of Cooper's New Discovery cured her
READ THIS LETTER.
THE COOPER MEDICINE CO.,
DAYTON, OHIO.
Gentlemen: "I hvc suffered for two years with rheu-
matism in my arms and lower limbs. Most of the time
1 could scarcely get around or atteud to my household
defies. I suffered intense pain all the time. One bottle
of Cooper's remarkable medicine cured me. I think you
have the greatest rheumatism medicine in the world."
MRS. ANNA SANDERS,
312 Richmond St., Cincinnati, Ohio.
ANOTHER REMARKABLE CURE
Mr. Gus. Veigcler: -1639 Mandeville, New Orleams,
says: "I was laid up with sciatic rheumatism for three years
end was so bad that most of the time I was unable to walk.
I have been using the Cooper medicine for about a week and
my improvement has been wonderful. I am now able to be
up and about and the pain has left me. I am very thankful
to have found a-cure at last"
Get a Bottle of Cooper's New
Discovery Today and Start
To Get, Well.
It will men' the rimumstism poison from your blood and neutralize the acids in your system. It will strengthenthe stomach so that it can properly digett your food. It will regulate your kidneys and build up your whole sys-tem. Cooeer's Nees Discovery mils for $1.00 per bottle, six for MAL Cooper's Quick Relief costs 50 cents perbottle. Get them of
W. B McPherson
anxious to get steely, and interrupt
the speaker before he reaches his con-
clusion. In fact, we. are suoh an im-
patient people that we have no title
for anything excepting to push ahead,
to elbow our way tnrough the crowd
to get the position or the money we
Little was known of him in Eng- desire. mer life is feverish and tin-
land until he died. It was known natural. We have no time to devel-
that years after receiving his inheri- op oharm or manner, or elegance of
tance he had returned to his home at diction. "We are too intense for
Monittown and lived there a year, re- epigram or repartee. We lack time."
turning to Australia, and then. after Life is becoming so artificial, so
two years, coming hack to England, foreed, so diverse from naturalness.where he d ed of Pneumonia. iwe drive our human engines at such
It always had been suppor-ed that a fearful speed, that our life 19 c rush-
he had a Weill"' In Anstralla, but when jest out. Spontaneity and humor, ani
he died It watiltilecovered that he had the possibility of a fine culture and
nerreintire ehifiler'trisaw•the tem of-his.' superb charm of personality in
In a Little Shanty.
Love was oe and Love was young
In a little shanty;
Fiddles played and banjos rung,
In a little shanty:
'Cross de do' de dahkies flew
Tell e mo'n corn; breakin' thoo,
An' de sweat jes' drapped Mk dew,
In a little shanty.
;Don't you think dat Love ain't sweets
I- -in -st Male shanty, - - -A"en de dahk:es shake dey feet; In a little Shanty.
White map-, in mte mansion grand'.
, You an' Lave eine han-in-ban'.
'Canee or Lode done took his sten'
Mt a little shanty.
—.Siete 'X: -Floyd) February Lipptn-
younger sistefo.' That Meter, it was ;almost impossible and extremely I cotes.
known, bad married a man named rare. Success.
I_Byrnes, bet she and her husband  .
i were dead the estate closed up, and gobscr-the for The Suit. ---; m son had been miming the younger
for rears. There was no trace of the
heir. •
Attorneys both in England and
Australia were instructed to find
Wallace Arthur Byrnes. For 1,1 year
no trace of him was found. Then
one re/riling Hillard M. Morton, a
barrister at Sydney read the story cif
Byrnes' kiss. He Instituted an inves-
tigation and established beyond
doubt that the kisser was the missing
heir to the Dent fortune.
Morton's clerk found Byrnes at
work busily regretting the $300 kiss
aod broke the news of the $3,000,-
000 legacy to hint. -
After that the story of the • $3,-
'100,000 kiss became public property.
The first thing that Byrnes did after
receiving the first advance from his
solicitors was to call on Miss Arleigh
and plead with her to share with him
the fortune she had had the misfor-
tune to bring him.
And she, being contrary, like more
of her e'ex, refused. But before
Byrnes started for .England a fort-
night ago h, dmnfided in some of his
friends that he intended to re;,,,n to
,Sy.doey—and that, as inn as the
$:1,0'00,000 Meted to stand ready to
pay $300 each for all the kisses Miss
Arleigh wonel give him —Cnicago
Tribune.
WHY II ARE POOR CONVERSATIONALISTS
In olden times the art of conver-
sation reached a much nigher stand-
ard than today. because of the com-
plete revolution that has taken place
In the conditions of civilization. For-
merly people had no other way of
oommunkalting their thoughts.
Knowledge Of all kinds passed al-
most wiiolle through the spoken
wotd. There were no great daily
newspapers, nn magazines, or per-
iodicals of any kind. People were
not In ao much of a harry as they are
today.
The great diectiveries of vast wealth
In the precious minerals, the new
world opened up by Inventions and
HEALT AND Vil'AL 
discoveries  and the greet impetus to
ambition have (hedged all this. In
this lightning express age, In thee,7011111101.Vallimmerri s.xi..Z.1110 , at !wil ows time,. when 4weyyvdy hasrem* tee ast,... prostratioti •liti rinser cf the feberliPA
f ii. Nitrous Pro•Artg"getripsint• Yfutbtui Error*. 0i3t144 7:trrj°111,* litiabill4 the 12111416 t° etteht wealth' all Vngl"et in minims lead So Consumption end Inseam IgIrtene: Lion. we no longer ease time to re-a ra MK rizzl,„74,12:167.36wvor.,,V, itIvrz ordaLtilteloby, fleet with slellberatfon, and to devil-
SOLD Br ALVST & LIST. lop Our powers of conversation. Is
f these great newspaper and petiole
cal days. *hen everybody can get far
one or a few coats the news and In-
formation which it 'ass cost thous-
ands of dollars to collect, everybody
alto behind the morning sheet or Is
buried in a book Or magazine. There
Is no longer the need of communi-
cating thought by the spoken word.
It is a rare thing to find a polished
conversationalist today. So rare is
it to hear one speaking exquisite
PInglish, and using aatiperb diction,
that It is tods.?i a luxury.
We are net only poor convertot-
Conaliste, bat PP are poor listeners'
as well. We are too impatient to I
Inetead of being attentive I
pnd eager to (Diva Id the glory or the
ilrformation, we have not eareugh re-:
Odd for the talker to Den .qt11.0..i
Wer kink' *boat tnipstiontle. perhaps
seep our watch, play tattoo with
Our fingers on a ehreit or table. Mien










I bad a severe summer
cold which settled on my
lungs, and I tried various
kinds of cough rear-Meg,
none of which did me any
good until I fierily tried
one bottle of Dr. Dell's
Pine-Tar-Soucy, which
relieved mo at once.
Plesee accept my tbnnks
for this meet enlillible
remedy. Very reaped--
fully, henry Pranks, Da
Paisak1 fIt., Little Rock,
Artazwes.
The fleet almanac was printed  by





"I cannot be your wife." she re-
plied, and added: "This is final." He
paced swiftly to and fro. several
times, then hatted abruptly in front
of her. "Pray be candid with me," he
said, not without the note of mascu-
line impatience. "About how final?"
This was too much. She burst into
tears. "How do I know?" she sobbed.
—Puck. '
"Will you marry me?"
"This Is so sudden."
"Sudden? Why, I asked you the




The first newspaper printed in the
Un:ted Stsrlas was ipuhliehed in BC*:














-eeNes 0 'V if
_
LIM WitsW All Elle
alditgd, "'Mac=3.1textremesdies but none
summed to do me














\ ‘\N tkS..4.• \.!•Zi
Were sold during the year 1904, on an absolute guarantee. Out of this
vast number of sales money was refunded on only sex bottlm. This
voy..fttion-6 out of 4,000,000—is so exceedingly small that it
hardly makes a ripple in the solid phalanx of satisfied
customers. This is the talpieccdented record of the
most wonderful cough medicine on the market.
air- LOOK FOR TIM
BOA ON THE BOTTLE.
20 cents, 00 cents and 111.00 Bottle,.
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DYSPEPSIA CURE
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Paralysis
•
cannot be cured, but it CAN be pre.
vented. And all who are threatened
should quickly safeguard themselves
against this hopeless half-death. Are
\ DU threatened? In the blood is a
certain impurity, known as uric acid.
This impurity is frequently deposited
in the walls of the blood vessels until
the arteries become brittle like chalk.
When the blood pressure becomes
high, these hardened arteries break,
and the blood rushes out over the
brain. This blood clots, and by
pressure. destroys the action of the
brain cells covered by the clot. This
results in paralysis. Fleshy, short,
thick-necked people are most liable,
because their blood usually contains
more uric acid. You must get rid of
that uric • You must wash every
unnatural ;race out of your system.
The agen t Nature has provided for this
very purpe.se is LIFE PLANT.
LIFE PLANT goes all through your
system an:: dissolves every trace of
uric acid surd, :caving the body not
only tree ir ,in disease and in perfect
running order—but free from the very
danger of death itsee •
No-matter what the nature of your
complaint is, write your symptom
fully to Dr. I. J. Mizer, President o
the Life Plant Co., Canton, 0. an.
receive his personal advice frec
Every household should have ot
helpful book--COOD HEALTH-
mailed free to you on request.
• TIRE LIFE PLANT CO.
CANTON, OPITO
Mrs, Cbugwater—Josiah, thus pa-
per says "municipal ownership is an
• iguis fatuus." What is an ignis fat-
. uus?"
Mr. Ohugsvater—That's so plain
that anybody ought to know whet it
means at first sight. "Ignis" means
the fire. "Fatuus" is fat. The fat is
in the flre."—Chieago Tribune.
•
•
Many a man too poor to own any
linen often gees three sheets 4n th'i
wind.
Ignorance of the law excuses no
one, not even a lawyer.
Oak Dale Hotel
Eircscekport, III.
Rates $1 a Day. Enmities 0 1





for all Kidney and
Bladder Diseases.
SMALL AS A PILL
EASIER TO TAKE
Two doses give relief, and one bee
will cure any ordinary case of Kid-
neY or bladder trouble. Removes
Gravel, cures Diabetes. Seminal
Emissions, Weak and Latbae Back,
Rheumatism, and all Irregularities of
the Kidneys and Bladder in both
men and women. Sold at 50 cents
per box en the no cure no pay basis
78by eVeerson's Drug store, Fontes'
and roadway, vole agent for Padu-
cah, or sent by mail upon receipt of







FOR COUGHS and 60c as $1.00
OLDS Fres Trial.
Surest ...ad Quic.kest Cure for all
THROAT and LUNG TROUT-,
LB, or MONEY BACK.
MEN AND WOWS




Palatal,. and mot sad)
lost or pokseraaria.
bold by Deasorloia.
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ANNUAL SALE, TEN MILLION BOXES
--THE
asquerader
By KATHERINE CECIL THURSTON,
Author of **The Circle," Etc.
Copyriebt, 1004. by Harper Cs Brothers
CHAPTER VI.
1.I. the next day Chlicote moved
lu a fever of excitement. Hot
with trope one moment, cold
with fever the next, he leashed
with restless energy into every task
that presented itself, only to drop It as
speedily. Twice during the morning he
drove to the entrance of Clifford's inn,
but each time his courage failed him
and he returned to Grosvenor square to
learn that the expected message from
Loder had not come,
It was a wearing condition of mind.
but at worst it was scarcely more than
an exaggeration of what his state had
been for 'months and made but tittle
obvious difference In his bearing or
manner.
In the afternoon be took his place in
the house, bet, though it was his first
appearance since his failure of two
days ago, he drew but small personal
notice. When he chose, his manner
could repel advances with extreme
effect, and of late men had been prone
to draw away from him.
In one of the lobbies he encountered
Fraide surrounded by a group of
friends. With his usual furtive baste
he wouhl have passed On, but moving
away from his party the old man ac-
costed him, lie was always courteously
particular in his treatment of Chileote,
as the husband of his ward and god-
child.
"Better, Chik-ote," he said, holding
out his hand. At the sound of the low,
rather formal tones so characteristic
of the old statesman, a hundred memo-
ries rose to Chileote's mind, a hundred
hones distasteful in the living and un-
bearable in the recollection, and with
theirs the new flash of hope, the new
possibility of freedom. In a sudden
rush of confidence he turned to his
leader.
"1 believe I've found a remedy for
my nerves," he said. "I-I believe I'm
going to be a new man." He laughed
With a touch of excitement.
Fraide pressed his fingers kindly.
"That is right." he said. "That is right.
I called at Grosvenor square this morn-
ing, but Eve told me your likens of the
other day was not serious. She was
very busy this morning. She could
only spare nit' a quarter of an bone
She is indefatigable over the social side
of your prospects. Cbtleote. You owe
her a large debt. A popular wife
means a great deal to a politician."
The steady eyes of his companion dis-
torted Chileote.
He drew away his hand.
"Eve is unique," he said vaguely.
Fraide smiled. "That is right." lid
said again. "Admiration is too 'newly
excluded from modern marriages."
And with a courteous excuse he re-
joined his friends.
It was dinner time before Chileote
could desert the house, but tne moment
departure was possible he hurried to
Grosvenor square.
As he entered the house the hall
was empty. He swore irritably under
his breath and pressed the nearest
bell.. Since his momentary exaltation
in F'raide's presence his spirits had
steadily fallen until now they hung at
the lowest ebb.
An he waited In unconcealed impa-
tienfes for an answer to his summons
he eatight sight of his man Allsopp at
the head of the shies.
"Come here!" be called, pleased to
find some one upon whom to rent his





"Yes, sir." Alisopp disappeared.
A second later after his disappear
Mace the 1*11 of the hall doer 'whizzed
loudly.
chilcote startc4. All sodden Founds,
like all strong lights, affected him He
half moves1 to the door, then stopped
himself sviih'e Short exclamation. At
the game instant Alleopp reappeared.
Chileote filmed on hem exeltedly.
"Whit the devil's the meaning of
this?" hIrsaid. "A battery of servants
in the (ease and nobody to open the
hall door'"
Allosopp looked embarrassed. "Crap-
ham liteetenteg directly. sir. He only
left tee-hall to aelt Jeffries"-
Chileote turned. "Confound ('rap
ham!" be exclaimed. :Go and open
the door yourself."
Allsopp hesitated, his dignity strug-
gling with his obedience. As he wait-
ed the hell mounded again.
"Did ymi hear me" Checote said.
"Yes. ale" Allsopp crossed the hall.
As the door was opened Cblicote
panted' his houtdkerehlet from one
bend to the other In •the'lension of
hope end tear, then as the sound of
1118 own name in the shrill tones of n
telegraph boy reached-hie (sera he let
the handkerchief drop to the ground.
A Dentin took the yellow envelope and
carried It to his master.
"A telegram. sir," be said. "And the
boy wishes to know if Mae; is an an-
swer." Picking up Chileote's hendker-
chief. he turned aside with elaborate
dignity.
hands were so unsteady
that be could scarcely, Insert his fin-
ger under the flap of the envelope
Tearing off e corner, he wrenched the,
eilvering apart and etncothed out the
flimsy pink paper.
The message was ,very simple, con-
gaed-leg of but seven words:
Shall oxesoot you at 11 tonight
1•01egit.
He road It two or three times, then
I Inquired five minutes
he looked up. "No answer," be said
mechanically, and to his own ears the
relief in his voice sounded harsh and
unnatural.
Exactly aa the clocks chimed 11
Chilcote mounted the stairs to Loder's
rooms. But this time there was snore
of haste than of uneet4tainty in his
Steps, and, reaching the landing, he
crossed it in a couple of strides and
knocked feverishly on the door.
It opened at tepee, and %oder stood
before him.
The occasion was peculiar. For a
moment, neither spoke: each involun-
tarily looked at the other with new
eyes and under changed conditions.
Each had Resumed a fresh standpoint
In the other's thought. The passing
astonishment, the half impersonal cu-
riosity that had previously tinged their
relationship, was cast aside, never to
be reassumed. In each the other saw
hiniself-and something snore.
As usual, Loder was the first to re-
?corer himself.
"I was expecting you," he said,
"Wen't you efrne in?"
The words were nimoRt the same as
his eord of the nieht before, but his
voice had a different ring, just as his
face elites he drew back into the
room had a different expression-a
suggestion of decision and energy that
had been lacking before. Chileote
caught the difference as he crossed
the thresbeld, and for a pare second
a flicker of something like jealousy
touched hint, but the sensation was
fleeting.
"I have to thauk you," he said, hold-
ing out his hand. He was too well
bred to show by a hint that he under-
stood theeirep in the other's principles,
but Loder broke down the artifice.
• "Let's be straight with each other,
since everybody else has to be deceiv-
ed." he said. taking the other's hand.
"You have nothing to thank we for,
and you know it. It's a touch of the
old Adam. You temoted me, and I
fell." He laughed, but below the laughi
ran a note of something like triumph-
the curious triumph of a man who has
known the tyranny of strengths and
switienly appreciates the freedom of a
weakness.
"You fully realize the thing you have
proposed?" he added ha a different
tone- It's not too late to retract .even
now."
Chileote opened his lips, paused, then
toughed in imitation of his companion,
hat the laugh Rounded forced.




"Then the bargain's sealed."
Loder walked slowly across tile room
and, taking up hie position by the man-
telpiece, looked at his companion. The
similarity between them as they faced
each other seemed abnormal, defying
even the closest serntine. And yet, 80
mysterious is nature even in her lapses,
they were subtly, indefinably different.
Chileote was Yoder deprived of one es-
sential: Leder. Chileote with that es-
sential bestowed. The difference lay
neither in feature. In eoloring nor in
height. hut in that baffling, illusive
Inner illumination that some call indi-
viduality and others sent
Something of this idea, misted and
tangled by nervous imagination. cross-
ed Chileote's mind in that moment of
scrutiny, but be shrank from it appre-
hensively.
"I -I came to discuss details." he
said quickly. crossing the space that
divided him from his host. "Shall
we Are your - He paused un-
easily.
"I'm entirely in your hands." feeler
spoke with abrupt decision. Moving to
the table, he indleated a chair and
drew another forward for himself.
Both men sat down.
Chilcote leaned forward, resting el-
bows on the Nene.- eerbere will be sev-
eral things to consider," be began ner
vously, looking Heroes at the other.
"Quite so." Loder glanced back ap-
pteviatively. "I thought about those
things the better part of last night. To
begin with, I must study your baud -
writing. I guarantee to get it right, but
it will take a month."
"A nventh:"
"Well, perhaps three weeks. We
mustn't make a mess at
chileote shifted his limittlon.
"Three weeks:" he repeated. "Couldn't
you?"-
"No, I couldn't." Loder spoke au-
thoritatively. "I might never want to
put pen to paper: but, on the other
hand.I might bare to sign a check one
day." He laughed. "Hare you ever
thought of that- that I might have to,
or want to, mien a check?"
(To be OneetnamilL)
Willie wailed and VI/hinte wheez-
er!. while Wintry winds whined
weirdly. 'Virility* wriggfed while Win-
tee wheeled wretchedly. Wisdom
whispers wint,er winds wtrrk wheez-
e.. Wharefare we write, "Use Kenne-
dy's 'neatly@ Congh Syrup." Nothing
else so good. Sold by Lang Pros,
!elm pa red-to real
kindneap, IhrAs out, just as a (Le-
mont, grows AIM when placed next
to a stewing rose.






Three Licenses Refused And
Some Granted Over Protest
Lower Board Concurs in suggestion
of Mayer for a Building
inspector.
TAX COLLECTOR To GET MORE.
The board of council adjourned
tast night ttet to o'clock after passim;
on over 1.40 milboon licenses. There
was a stiff fight made over one amyl-
ration, bus what Premised to be a
long drawn out meeting wan sleented
by a resolution lintiting the length
of speeches. Ocher bueinees before
the board was routine.
Cotmolanien Herzog and elheiton
were absent.
Mayor Yeiser read a condemnation
of buildings by Fire Chief Wood and
Electrical inspector W. J. McPherson.
The matter was referred.
Mayor Yeiser recommended that an
ordinance creating the sepaeate office
of "building inspector" be drafted.
The reoommendation was concurred
In'
A report from Dr. Ed elarley, milk
nd meat inepeotor, wee filed. It
stated that the pure mirk is betng
sold.
John Goilently, near the Union de-
pot, and- Oscar Den k er, 1044 Ken-
tucky avenue, withdrew apr(ications
M' coffee house licenses.
A pettitimom for a rebel.' of $64)
cenee from Hummel Bros. was re-
fereed.
Mayor Yener presented a map and
dedication of latoom and Paxson
streets in leittleville, with a prayer
that the city grade and gravel them.
Er.00m street is the old "Pool, road"
which residonote 'have been destritg to
have graded and graveled for four
pears. The Kentucky Realty com-
pany made the dedication. The mat-
ter was referred to the street commit-
tee to bring in an ordinance for tbse
Improvements .at once.
Mayor •Yeisecr recommended paving
and stuttering with concrete Fourth
street tram Okay street to Trimble
street. The committee was ordered
to bring in sueh an ordinance.
The repOrt od,YDressinaar Moe
ian, complied by _Auditor Kirkland,
showing a ba,..ance in Use treasury of
$9,647.50 Januar"- U. was feed
Ordinances.
Ordinates-es proleibeeng hucksters
from stealing traits or .other articles
on Jefferson street, Broadway and
Kentucky avenue and Side screets be-
tween Sepal and First streets. fleet
Passage. Rule suepended and second
reading given.
Ordinance increasing the commis-
sion of 'rack tax eoffector from 14)
per cent to 25. per cent, fleet passage.
Rule suspended and second needing
given.
A petition asking that a portion of
'the Armour property on the river
front between Bnoadwaiy and Ken-
thcky avenue be condemned for
veharf space was referred' to the street
'teammate° with inetructions to take
action at once.
Licenses.
pplk.-ations for liquor license were
taken up. The council. chamber was
well need with persona fighting oFere
coffee house Heehaws, prominent
among them being the ROT. Calvin
Thompson, pastor of the Fleet Bao-
list (Roach. The saloon men were_e
DRAUGHON'S
(Incorporated.)
312-11S Inmerry, lid NASIVIllE
27 Collette's in 15 State" POSITIONS ma
bared or money RRFUNDYD Also teach my
NAIL C.ataiorae wet seavisce eos ha
ffysuoisou'e TRY 01012. WI or Hod for
astalogve
Cut Prices in Dental Work Until
April 1st,
Gold Shell Crowns $8.50
Gold Fillings $1.00 op
Silver Fillings  75s
Partial Plates $5.00
All work guaranteed.
Out this coupon out and bring
it with you, it is worth $1,00.
Each person is limited to one
coupon for each job of plate or





out in force, represented le ',sepal tal-
ent, and the FaRIMS in the chamber
teed many pergolas drawn by the it
oreT_Verttio tfitenmes...
Lteense laerseter George 4Letin-
hard read all appileations for retail,
quart and imam and wiroletalle Li-
• mse.s, and all against which a re-
monstrance has been flied were laid
amid e to be voted on separately, end
ell against which no remonstrseiee
was filed" were passed collectively..
Protested app:icatiqua were taken
up.
On motion est Councilman -
son each eide was allowed five mine
utes for argument.
Pachicee Disteteniee company, 12i3
South 'Sheet street. The Rev. Catein
Thompson protested because of the
circulation of indecent literature, Ap-
plication refused.
A. Ftwenteall, Thirteenth and ()hay
streets. Lieenee allowed.
B. Padgett & eem pasty , 1300 Clay
strece. License granted.
Theodore Peters, le 4 4 Breed w-ay
The Bev, Thompeon cited Peters' eon
viction for seeking without a license in
police court. License refused.
J. D. Overstreet, 9.00 North Eighth
street. 'rho Rev, Thompson proteet-
ed on account of violations of the
law Licensee granted.
H. H. Evans & company. Twelfth
and Trimble streets. The Rev. Thomp
son stated theft es) per cent of the
property owners were against this ap-
plications Protests from others, the
Rev. G. W. Banks among them, were
heard. Licensee refired.
Money deposited on applitations
was ordered refunded.
Count Oman Clean-dell lodged a coin -
plaint against the bad condition of
Nineteenth street from Broadway to
Guthrie avenue. The traction com-
pany is putting' let a new track on
this streO, and the mud, except be-
tween Broadway and Kentucky- ave-
nue, netnews the street impiankbie.
The matter was referred for imme-
diate r
Cc it Pc lit man Weil iam soo corn l)ia.ined
of teash ?being dumped at Second and
Monroe !sheets, end the board of
health watt instructed to look after it.
Engineer Washington euated that a
detiele mep had to be made for sewer
district Nc 2 before the estimates
could be made otit. He suggested
appropriating $2541 to an. abstractor
to secure data for the map. The rec-
o ni m e nchari on carried.
Cse a :Afar! KOD0b after your
meals ane it wri be found to afford
a prompt and efficient relief. KODOT.
nearly approximates tne digestive
Juices. It digests what you eat. It is
sold on a. guaranteed relief plan.
Sold here by Lang Bros.
Way of the Indian Fakeer.
The fakeer started. said went I
work scraping together before aim
little heap of dirt and gravel. This
done, his impudence suddenly appar-
ent in his miserable countenance, be
held up toward me, with a flourish, a
shriveled mango.
I got up.
"Can he do the role trick at all?"
I asked bitterly of Meoneseaml. That
wretched fellow wriggled in ember-
rasement.
"Sahli," hly whined, "he he says he
have forgotten feces rope."
"Gel him one."
"Ah, Sahli, he, must use .hees owu."
"It is worth 24)0 rupees to You."
"Ah, Sah'b, I am a varee poor
man!"
"Oan he cut off the boy's heed and
stick it on again?"
"Mu, Sith'h, es would not he Permit
by the pceise.... But be can take
toothpicks out of bees eYetedis!
Look! Look!
"Send hint away," I said in dry de-
spair, and went in with my young
tellow-countrymen. We left the
greatest fakeer in ?Mist squatting in
the gravel in each hand a toothpick
freshly extracted' from a staring eye-
ball. —St eptien French WeItmen ti
"The Fakeers," In the Outing Mugu-
ZinS for .10,nuary
Plies of people have PEPR. Whv
suffer from plies when you can use
DeWitt's Carbolized Witch Raze!
Salve and get relief. Nothing else no
good. Beware of Imitations. See that
the name is stamped on each hoz.
Sold by Lang Bros.
"Tell its what It is that crawls on
it's *omen" said the teacher as
she pointed to the serpent on the
blackboard.
"Snakes and motorists." replied
.11e little bey whose father owns an
automobile which often breaks down.
—Chicago News.
All headache* go
Wrien yelt grow wiser
And learn to nevi
An "Early Riser."
De Witte' Little Early Risen, safe,
sure plITIC
Lang Tires.
Tate Is s jolly old melee In our
eolith he fife not out with roeseeolor-
ed shears and we ate optimists. Sud-
denly he declaim for our soul to we
Clearly we Prafd to weer the bine gosh
glee of tiespilitelbr a whIle.—New Or.
Irian* Pleaynne,
Chtlettenity sa introdtited 111 P*.
pan in 1519.
NEW 3UBSCRIBY-1111.
List of aew subscribeins added lig
the East Tealleneee Telephone Caen.
pasty today:
2072—Rogers, A., Residence, 16014
Broad street.
1569—Deivis, Ws.l, Residence, 175
Woodard avenue.
56—Ccoes, D. A., . Reskience, 747
Sowell Fourth.
1977—Geagan, R., Residence, 614
Clay street.
We have in ti's erty over 3,000 sub.
scribers or five times as many as the
Independent company; outside the
city and within the county we have
63 times as many subscribers as the
Independent company. Yet it will
place a telephone in your residence
at the same rate the Independent corn EVANSVILLE. PADUCAH AND
pany is supposed-to charge, and pro-
vide in addition, long distance facili-
ties which will enable you to reach
fully fifty million people from your
home.
ST. LOUlle AND TENNESSEE
RIVER PACKET COIKPANY
FOR r sNpdE RIVER.
STWEI CUR
Leaves Paducah For Tennev.see River
Ever?' Wednesday at 4 p. m.
A. W. WRIGHT, Master
EUGENE ROBINSON, Clerk
This company is not responsible
for invoice charges unless collected
by the clerk o the boat.




Evansville and Paducah Packets.
(Daffy lEteept Sunday . )
Steamers Joe Fowler and John S.
kasTed ti ilia mid isstacky. Hopkins, leave Paducah for Evans-
ville and way landings at 11 a. m.Book Binding, Bank Work, Lees
Special excursion rate now in ef-an d Lltwerw Work a steletalt• feet from Paducah to Evansville ansl
return, $4.00. Elegant music on the
boat. Tabl unsurpassed.NEW STATE HOTEL
D. A. Bailev• Prop.
METROPOLIS, ILL.
Newest and best hotel in the gity
Rates $2 oo, Two large aampl•
rooms, Bath rooms. Rlectril
lignts. The only centrally locabt
hotel in the city.
Ciewercial htroutiro
Men who live in the
greatest enjoyment from
valleys get
Fowler-Crumbaugh & Cos. office.
STEAMER DICK FOWLER
mountain
Both phone- No. 33.
Lateen Paducah for Cairo and way
landings at 8 a. ne sharpe, daily, ex-
cept Sunday. Special excursion rates
now in effect from Paducah to Cairo
and return, with or witaout meals
and room. Good music and table un-
surpassed .
For further Information apply to
'S A Fowler General Pass. Agent, or




We are ready for all kinds of hauling
TELEPHONE 499
I 
House wiring, electric plants installed.
Complete machine shop.
122-134 N. Pourth St. Phonon 757
Foreman Bros. Novelty Co.i
ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
TO LET
Several superior offices: on second and
third floors of our building, provided with
heat, water, light, electric elevator and modern
sanitary arrangements.
Prices lowest in city for similar offices—




o To its PER CENT ADVANCE
ON ALL GAS STOVES
After Present Stock is Sold
ALL STOVES IN STOCK




Paducah Light Power Co.
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PROVIDENT CO.
IS INCORPORATED
Papers Are Rea Ready
For Business
Paducah's Flest Life Insurance (mis-
WILl °pea Headquarters
Soon.
IN THE TRUEHEARIT BUILDING
The Provident Casualty associa-
tion has received its incorporation
papers from Frankfort, and is now
ready to begin business. The officers
of the company are Char:es E. Jen-
nings, pres.dent: D. H. Hughes, vice
president; John D. Smith. secretary;
H. C. Overbey, treasurer; J. T.
Hughes, medical director; C. K.
Wheeler and W. A. Berry. attorneys,
F. B. May supervisor; R. E. Bayliss,
inspector.
This is the first insurance compa-
ny ever organized In Paducah. The
officers are all local men, and from
the indications attending the organi-
zation they have great faith in the
ultimate success of the compel:1)%
The company is a fraternal associ-
ation and:al-4 iessie-betillie said -aert-
dent policies, and a'so life insurance
policies. For the present, most of the
energies will be centered In the
hertIth and ,accident field, the life in-
surance being incidental to the
health and accident. It is the inten-
tion to convert the company, nowev-
er, into aa old line life insurance
company, when it has accumulated
sufficient surplus.
"We believe we shall he very suc-
cessful with our company." said Mr.
C. E. Jennings, the president, "and.
if we are It will mean a great thing
to Paducah. There is no reason way
we should not secure a good line of
business, and bring a great deal of
money to Paducah. Louisville and
Indianapolis are but fair examples
of what can be done in that line.
Each city has several very substan-
tial insurance companies, and the
money they bring to the cities has
been a great factor in the develop-
ment of both towns."
The company has secured one of
the lower floors of the Trueheart
building and will be established in
its-smarten the latter part of tee
week.
There are ncar 341.0 beautiful
squares. 106 count* parks and
breathing places, 12 royal perks and
, 120 bought gardens in London. Lon-
don is said to be the greened iarige
city -in the world.
Special Values in Children's Department
2.98
Wednesday-Morning at 10 O'clock
For any $5.00, $6.00, $7.00 or $8.00 Child's Suit inthe house. Ages 2 1-2 to 17 years. Nothing reserved $2.98
pROBABLY the most sensational sale of the season is this special in the Children's Departmentwhich commences Wednesday morning at 10 o'clock. Absolutely nothing is reserved. Youhave free pick and choice of any $5.00, $6.00, $7.00 or $8.00 Child's Suit in the store for $2.98. Thisis merely another of the radical steps which we are taking in order to clear out completely ourentire stock of this season's goods in order to make room for spring goods which are arfiving daily.There will be a crowd, so come early and get the choice.
SPECIAL IN CHILDREN'S WAISTS
All 50c and 75c Blouse Waists, ages 4 to 6





All Boys' Shirt Waists, mostly fancy patterns,
ages 4 to 9, Mother's Friend and Puri- e-,9





MAKES LIMIT TWO $1.98 HATS.
Missouri Legislature Propcses Check
ou Women's Ihtpciaiitures.
Jefferson City, Fab. 5.---Represent-
ative Norfilett. of Morgan county oess
that on the day else legislature ad-
journs he will introduce a bill "to
prohibit any woman from purchasing
more than two hats during any one
osilendar year: to regulate the pekoe
to be paid for sueh hats, and to pre-
vent the wearing of saw phimage
thereon."
The Bret provision of tris bill reads:
"Herettfter it sha1l. be unlawful for
any woman, either married or innate.
to purchase for herself, or to receive
or in any e-ay procure for her and
benefit more than two .hai.s, each to




Mr. John Hutchens, dietrict super-
intendent for the Kentucky Children's
Home society, spoke at the Third
sheet Methodist church lust night in
hob atf of the organization.
SAM -few-tute- Alte)4 _Jaye),
ou 4tesid cototiteA miee
401, eaniAamy.
One more nice chair will help the looks
' f your parlor, or your sitting room, for
ou know one can never have too many
chairs. We have them from the cheapest
to the best, and rugs, too, -- WIly our
prices on rugs appear ridiculous---they are
so cheap, All the new styles are now in.
Let us clothe your parlqr and sitting
room. Yours truly,
OF5431)-ROMPANY
EVERYTh ING To F0104_40_ Itit_
112.114.116 North Fourth St., Paducah, K
LAWRENCE DENIES 'Growth of Moose Jaw Outlined in Anti.
cle That Sheds Light on West Canada
HE RAE NOTHING TO DO WITH
BOGUS PRAYER CHAIN
Paducah Woman Writes to Him ite.•
garding Message, Which Has
Reached This City.
Notwithstanding the papers at var-
ious tithes have stated that Bishop
1.awrence had disclaimed all re-pons-
ibillity for the "prayer" 'chain seo.t
out in his name, the tact seema not to
be generally known and .many in Pa-
chicah leave felt impedled by eeeing
his name to it. to gelid the letters on.
A prominent Body of the citysto re-
cently reeeived one, wrote, however,
to Bishop Lawrence in regard, to it.
She has ruceived following reply and
witt.les It given to others as per his
request;
Biehop Lawretice like your com-
munication He -is 'tiico.tititaintly receiv-
ing 60 many similmones that he is
obliged to use this' form of acknowl-
edgment..
He bas had nothing whatever to da
with, and is In no way responsible
for, the endless chain prayer and tie
hopes that those receiving them will
deet. roy them.
Denials to this &feet have been
published by Bishop Lawrence and
others in many papers.
As so many people have been dis-
turbed iby the tit-I-eat you will oblige
him by having a denial publkilned in
your local paper. R. M. Hull, Sec-
retary.
THIRD MINE EXPLOSION.
Another Disaster Report in West Vir-
ginia Distriet,
The present growth of this city
typifies as well as anything I know,
the growth of all western Canada. In
fact, Moose Jaw is growing so fast
that a man wonders, wnen he steps
down from a Soo train, whether wes-
tern Canada itself oan follovrthe pace
which this city is setting. At present
Moose Jaw has a population of about
7.000, but it shares with several other
tOwns in this great new West ths
disturbing conditions that statiatibs
of today fall far short of tomorrow's
telling.
Moose Jaw ie'one of the chief divi-
sional points orrthe main line of the
Pacifie railway. besides be-
ing toe terminal point of the Soo rail-
way. And its railway activity Is Just
beginning. A branch of the Canadian
Pacific railway ia now under con-
struction north_ and thence to Edmon
ton.
Elkins, W. Va., 'Feb. 5.—e A third
mine exult:Nam in Wait Virginia with-
in two weeks occurred today at the
Davis Coal and Coke company mine
No: 23, at Thomas, near here, and
2; or 30 miners are said to have been
killed.
A relieuing party recovered the bod-
ies of Ma foreigners and one Ameri-
can Before further prosprevis coutd
be made a deday wave of poisonoviz
filmes enveloped the rescuing party
slid one of them. Daniel. done., mane
bow, died f row suffocation.
There' rto Possible 'hope that the
men still in the mine are alive While
t hie elate ;timber of entombed men
is not known el this time. the num-
ber is estimated at about 3-0' and It is
tbodillfd -11114 Pblg there are
more.
PACP Too Swift on Wall Street.
New York. Feb. 5.--Howard P.
Frothinghem. who while delirious
from nervous breakdown. jumped
from tne second story of his home In
West Seventy-seventh street, Teeter-
day, died just before last midnight.
The death was not reported to the
police until today, when the coroner
instituted an investigation. Nervous
strain due to recent revereeeitn Well
street is believed to have canned the
despondency Which reignited in the
deed.
limPloramot Nmeenatoro in. Germany
is at Gotha. The number' of Oodles
burned In lt host year ma 446, an
Increase of 46 over 1106.
At present Moose Jaw has four
chartered banks and one private hank
and they are all working over time.
Municipal ownership Ts an established
principle hen,. Toe city owns her
own water, sewerage and electric
lighting plant, and spent last year
over $850,000 on public works and
new buildings.
At the doors of Moose Jaw Ile rich
agricult;:ra: land.
"18 ther_ any of this land stilt
available, and what has one to pay
for it?" I hear the farmer ask.
Tile price of land in the district of
Moose Jaw is from $10 to $30 per
acre, and at this price is rapidly be-
ing taken up. In this district in 1905
72,806 acres were under crop, and
from this land the provincial Govern-
ment report show" the average wheat
5. 
yield to have been 27.56 bushels to
the acre. Oats yielded an average of
over fifty-eigot bushels. Taking the
city of Moose Jaw as a center and
radiating from this for a distance of
twenty miLa the season's crop was
wo million bushels of hard wheat.
Tbere are tare. opportunities in the
distriot for the ranchman. Twenty
miles south of Moose Jaw toe ranch-
ing district commences. This district
consists of 8,000,u00 acres of Do-
minion Gov.anment lands not yet
surveyed. A great part of this vast
district is believed to be rich farm
land, potential with harvests that will
insure to the farmer competence, in-
dependence, wealth. If this is true
this district will within a decade pro-
duce wheat which will find a place
in Britain's bread basket, and, car-
ried westward across the Pacific. NON
be welcomed in far off Japan. The
rich soils there in broad Govern-
ment acres., waiting the plow share ot
the adventurous. It is a case of faith
and indnstry, and today, therefore,
in Moose Jaw and its surroundings
lies every man's opportunity.--Moose
Jaw Corner Cleveland Plain Dealer.
Attach Lawson's Money.
Booboo, rob. 5. ---Special welts of
*stash _sat lior $3.00.00 0 were Issued
today 1111111011111 A. C !lunge. C. D.
Burrage and Thomas W. Laweon on
the ePlaksstion of tiviarY J. Runkle,
has a suit pending gains* them
for an amounting. Runkie's action
grows out of a trenaction in Arizona
and New Meths) mining property.
Nobody minds the day - the ghost
walks. if he carries a pay envelope In
his hand.
Don't Fail to Attend
Blanket, Comfort and fur
Sales
WEDNESDAY, THURSDAY,  FRIDAY
E. Guthrie & Co.
322.34 Broadway.
ABOVE RIVER
WRECKING CRE 'WOE M. & 0.
WORKED IN COLD WIND.
Cairo Bridge Accident Tied Up Two
Railroads Several Hours Last,
For more than four hours last
night an M. az-0. wrecking crew
worked, high above the Ohio river
at Cairo, exposed to toe coldest
winds, to replace a derailed car and
make it possible for traffic tp re-
sume on the -Mobile end • Obto -mud
fills Central railroads. was
probably one of the most dIstressine
experiences of any wrecking crew .0
this section of the country. Last ev-
ening while crossing the bridge at
Cairo a freight car axle broke and
the ear was derailed. This was just
before the Cairo-Paducah accommo-
dation en route to Paducah ,passed.
It was just before the north bound
passenger from Paducah to Cairo got
across .and both trains were block-
ed. Traffic on the Mobile and Onto
was also suspended.
It was after 11 o.eteticbe-fore -The
car was in a position to move.
Sought Jail, Theo Death.
Chippewa Palls, Wis., Feb. 5.--
Fred Hammen, an old settler, admit-
ted to the county tail on his own ate
Pt/cation, was found in his toil to-
day with hi s throat cut. He will
probably site. - He ins teen trYttlg to
induce tits friends procure his
commatment to the Maine asylum.
Wednesday Shirt Special
$1.00, $1.50, $2.06 and $2.50
Manhattan and Emery Shirts
58c
This Special Shirt Sale for Wednes-
day is one of unusual interest. It spells
ECONOMY in big black letters. One
hundred and fifty dozen stiff bosom
Manhattan and Emery Shirts, usually
sold from $1.00 to $2.50, during this
sale for 58c. Conveniently arranged
in the Shirt Department on our third
floor, a host of neat, refined patterns
and all sizes from 14 to 18 1-2. Don't
miss this chance, for 58c is a mighty
small price for such values.
A
a
Ire
